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1. Executive Summary

In the mid-90's the European Community initiated the Standards, Measurements, and Testing (SMT)
program to harmonize testing and measurement procedures in several industries.  Within the program, a
project was carried out called the European Wind Turbine Testing Procedure Development (EWTTPD).
The second part of that project, called Blade Test Methods and Techniques, included the United States
and was devised to help blade-testing laboratories harmonize their testing methods.  The project
supported the need for comparison of the testing procedures used at the different laboratories, and, on this
basis, supported the work of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).  Each of the individual
laboratories benefited by having its procedures evaluated and accepted internationally, while they were
able to observe, first hand, the methods used by others.

Three European Union member states and the United States participated in this project.  The project was
called SMT for short.  Five laboratories were represented including RIS∅  (Denmark), the Center for
Renewable Energy Sources (CRES--Greece), the Technical University of Delft (Netherlands), the
Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN), and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL--United States).  CRES and NREL tested two blades while the other laboratories tested one blade.
NREL, an invited member of this project voluntarily used internal funding from the U.S. Department of
Energy.

The program objectives were:

•  To make a reference database for different test methods, techniques, and results of static and fatigue
testing of wind turbine blades used by different laboratories.

•  To gain a greater collective understanding of the technical challenges of blade testing and to bring the
international laboratories closer to a unified approach.  As a result of this program, we anticipated that
results from different laboratories will be shared and widely accepted.

SMT Program laboratories began by selecting a commercial blade model with good design records that
could be released to the participating laboratories.  They selected the Rotorline 12-meter and randomly
chose blades from a sequential production series.  The blades were weighed and identified at Rotorline at
the time of manufacture.  Each blade was marked at ECN to identify the position of common strain
gauges.  The laboratories were free to add additional measurement locations at their discretion.

The SMT project laboratories agreed on common prescribed static-tests to determine blade properties.
Each laboratory was then required to perform a fatigue test on the blade.  The laboratories were to
independently determine fatigue test loads based on the design data, and then perform the tests using their
�business as usual� practices.  When possible, the laboratories agreed to follow the principles in IEC
61400-23 to reduce variability in the methods.  NREL used the test load factors described in the draft IEC
61400-23 document to determine its test loads.

NREL�s blades were designated by serial numbers #66 and #67.  NREL performed all of the required
measurements of the program.  We performed identical mass property tests on both blades we received.
We then determined eigenfrequencies by conducting modal tests for the flap and edge directions on both
blades.  NREL results showed very good agreement with those from the other laboratories, although
modal results showed slightly lower frequencies associated with Blade #67.   Torsional frequencies were
much lower than predicted by Rotorline.  However, this result was consistent with results from the other
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laboratories.  Damping was measured using a log decrement method, however NREL did not test at two
temperatures as requested by the SMT program due to practical constraints in controlling laboratory
temperature.

We also performed static-strength tests prior to and after the fatigue tests.  The project laboratories agreed
on common load magnitudes and a spanwise application location to perform strain verification tests on
the blade.  Several strain-gauge measurement locations were prescribed.  Additional measurement
locations were chosen by NREL.  A total of 36 strain measurements and 2 bending bridges were used for
each blade. For each blade test, the SMT project prescribed measurement of blade displacements at the
load application point and at the tip.

Static test loads were taken from the NedWind 25 design extreme load cases.  To determine the design
loading, the extreme loads were multiplied by a design load factor of 1.5.  The mandatory test load was
taken to be 75% of this value.  The load application point was at the 7.65-m spanwise location for both
flap and edge loading.  NREL elected to increase the load to 110% of the extreme loads to verify that the
blade strains would maintain linearity throughout the fatigue test load range.  No abnormal behavior or
non-linearities were detected during the static testing.  The highest strain in the flap-loading case was
measured at 41% span at 40% chord.

We performed fatigue tests on both blades using NREL�s servo-hydraulic system.  One blade was tested
using single-axis loading and the other using two-axis loading.  Loads for both tests were generated using
a damage-equivalent load model that was developed at NREL using the linear damage principles of
Miner�s Rule.  Single-axis loads were constrained to a single load amplitude ratio and in-phase loading.
Two-axis testing used an optimized load amplitude ratio for flap and edge components and a 90°-phase
angle between them.  The resulting peak single-axis loads were more severe than the two-axis loads and
produced an earlier onset of damage, although the same cracks appeared for both tests. Most of the strain
gauges showed higher strain on the single-axis test.

We conducted a post-fatigue static test on both blades to 100% of the design load prescribed.  Results
showed that both blades appeared to have stiffened between the pre- and post-fatigue tests.  This result is
unusual but might be explained by a drier ambient environment in Colorado than their original climate in
the Netherlands.  No unusual blade-to-blade variations were detected either globally or at individual strain
measurement locations.  However, we observed some local differences that were not explained by the
strain-data analysis.  A postmortem inspection was planned to identify possible anomalies in the
construction but was not conducted due to time constraints on the program.
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2. Introduction

2.1 Background
In the mid-90's the European Community initiated the Standards, Measurements, and Testing (SMT)
program to harmonize testing and measurement procedures in several industries.  Within the program, a
project was carried out called the European Wind Turbine Testing Procedure Development (EWTTPD).
The second part of that project, called Blade Test Methods and Techniques, was devised to help blade-
testing laboratories harmonize their testing methods. Three European Union member states and the United
States participated in this project.  The project was called SMT for short.  According to SMT documents,
response to a survey initiated by the Strength and Fatigue of Large Wind Turbine Rotors Project
(S&FAT) in Europe on the need for blade testing, showed that a majority of the European wind turbine
and blade manufacturers believe that blade testing is a necessary part of wind turbine design [1].  This
sentiment seems to be shared in the United States as well.

The standardization of blade testing was initiated in 1994 within the International Electrotechnical
Committee (IEC) working group 8.  The document, IEC 61400-23, was submitted for vote to the IEC
TC88 technical committee as an IEC technical report and was accepted in May 2000.  It was not
developed as a standard because, at the time of its writing, the area of structural blade testing had not
matured to a level where a prescriptive standard could be internationally adopted and accepted by a
majority of countries.

2.2 Standards Measurement and Testing Program Overview

SMT Program laboratories began by selecting a commercial blade model with good design records that
could be released to the participating laboratories.  They selected blades from a series production and
randomly assigned a blade to each laboratory.  The Center for Renewable Energy Sources (CRES) and
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) agreed to test two blades while the other laboratories
performed their tests on one blade.  The blades were weighed at Rotorline at the time of manufacture.
Each blade was also marked at the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN) to identify the
position of common strain gauges.  The laboratories were free to add additional measurement locations at
their discretion.

The SMT project laboratories agreed on three tests that were to be conducted on each blade received.

1. Property tests, which included eigenfrequency measurements, weight, CG verification, and
damping

2. A common set of prescribed static tests for strain verification
3. A fatigue test

The laboratories were to independently determine fatigue test loads based on the design data, and then
perform the tests using their �business as usual� practices.  When possible, the laboratories agreed to
follow the principles in IEC 61400-23 to reduce variability in the methods.  NREL used the test load
factors described in the draft IEC 61400-23 document to determine its fatigue test loads.
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2.3 NREL Blade Testing

NREL has been involved in blade testing since 1990 and has tested more than 75 wind turbine blades.
Most of these tests were funded through the U.S. Department of Energy�s (DOE�s) turbine development
projects.  Because this work is proprietary in nature and is not usually available to the public, its
development and dissemination of NREL testing methods have been inhibited. The SMT program gave
NREL an opportunity to share its test results and methods amongst the project laboratories and with the
wind industry at large.  NREL currently has three blade test bays where blades as long as 34 meters can
be fatigue or static tested [2].

2.4 Scope

This is the final report to be delivered to ECN under the Standards, Measurement, and Testing program.
It covers all of the testing activities conducted by NREL under this program between 1997 and 2000.

2.5 Description of Program Objectives

The program objectives were:

•  To make a reference database for different test methods, test techniques, and test results of static and
fatigue testing of wind turbine blades being used by different laboratories.

•  To gain a greater collective understanding of the technical challenges of blade testing and to bring the
international laboratories closer to a unified approach.  From this program, results from different
laboratories may be shared and widely accepted.

3. Property Testing

3.1 Mass Properties

3.1.1 Objectives

All laboratories were to measure the weight and center of gravity (CG) of the blades.  This data was
needed to develop of blade structural and full-system dynamic models.  The blade weights and CGs must
also be verified so that the turbine manufacturer will have matched blade sets.

The blades received at NREL were weighed and adjusted for CG position at NedWind Heerhugowaard
(later changed to Rotorline) and documented in a project document, �Jeroen 8� [3].  The blades were
simultaneously weighed at the flange and at the 9.5-meter station.  These weights and CGs are presented
with the results in Table 3.5.

3.1.2 Test Method

NREL duplicated the method used by NedWind to determine weight and CG.  Weight at the flange and at
the 9.5-meter station were both measured during the lift.  The 9.5-meter station was lifted with a strap
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configured into a choker.  The flange was lifted with a strap over a steel rod inserted into one of the flange
holes.  It was assumed that the flange lift was over the center of the flange, which was 70.8-mm thick.

Because of an oversight, we did not perform these mass property tests until the completion of the fatigue
tests.  The results include the effect of the strain gauges and lead wires, which we assumed to be
negligible.  Also, the tip (outboard 2-meters) for Blade #67 had been removed.  We determined the weight
of Blade #67 by adding the weight of the two parts.  We determined the total blade CG by first
determining the CG of the main blade section by weighing at the flange and at the 9.5-meter section as
mentioned above.  We then weighed the blade tip with a lower capacity load cell.  We determined the tip
CG by balancing it over a piece of angle iron.  The total blade weight was the sum of the part weights
(less material lost when cutting the blade, assumed to be negligible).  The total CG was determined by
adding the mass moment of inertia of the parts and dividing by the total weight (see Tables 3.2 to 3.4).

3.1.3 Instrumentation and Equipment

The blades were measured in NREL�s Building 251 high bay.  The blade was lifted at the flange with the
15-ton-capacity overhead crane.  The weight was measured at this point with a 10,000-lb (4536-kg)
capacity load cell (Transducer Techniques, model number SW0-10K, serial number 90132).  The 9.5-m
station was lifted with a 1-ton-capacity engine hoist.  The weight was measured at this point with a 2000-
lb (907-kg) capacity load cell (Transducer Techniques, model number SW0-2K, serial number 87158).
The load cells were hooked up to NREL�s Blade Structural Testing Real-Time Acquisition Interface
Network (BSTRAIN) [4] for readout of the measurements.

The tip piece of Blade #67 was weighed with a 200-lb (91-kg) capacity load cell with external readout
(Cardinal, model number HSDC-200, serial number 9407-35).

3.1.4 Results

Table 3.1 below lists the weight and CG data for Blade #66.  Tables 3.2 to 3.4 list the data for Blade #67.
Table 3.5 lists the compiled results along with the Rotorline data. The uncertainties in the NREL values
are ±6 kg and ±0.02 meters.  Note that the total weight matches within the experimental uncertainty.  The
CG values however, are 3% greater for the NREL measurements.  Our first concern was that the strain-
gauge installation (weight is estimated at less than one kilogram) effected the results.  However, the
NREL CG measurements matched those of the other laboratories [5], with the exception of ECN.

Table 3.1 Weight and CG Determination for Blade #66

Weight at
Flange*

(kg)

Weight at
9.5-m Span

(kg)

Total
Weight

(kg)

Mass
Moment

about Flange
(kg-m)

CG
Distance

from Flange
(m)

CG Distance
from Hub-

Mating Surface
(m)

513.9 242.7 756.6 2297 3.04 3.07

*Note that the flange center is 35.4 mm from the hub-mating surface.
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Table 3.2 Weight and CG Determination for Blade #67-- Without Tip

Weight at
Flange (kg)

Weight at 9.5-
m span (kg)

Total Weight
of Main Piece

(kg)

Mass Moment
about Flange

(kg-m)

CG Distance
from Flange

(m)

CG Distance
from Hub-

Mating Surface
(m)

519.8 205.9 725.7 1949 2.69 2.72

Table 3.3 Weight And CG Determination for Blade #67-- Tip Only

Tip Weight
(kg)

CG Distance to Cut
(m)

CG Distance from Hub-
Mating Surface* (m)

31.6 1.03 10.99

*Note that the blade was cut at 9.96-meters.

Table 3.4 Total Weight and CG Determination for Blade #67

Total Weight
(kg)

Mass Moment
of Main Piece

(kg-m)

Mass Moment
of Tip (kg-m)

Total Mass
Moment
(kg-m)

CG Distance from
Hub-Mating Surface

(m)
757.3 1974 347 2321 3.07

Table 3.5 Blade Weight and CG

Blade
Number

Rotorline
Weight/CG
(kg/meters)

NREL
Weight/CG
(kg/meters)

66 759.36/2.99 757/3.07
67 759.28/2.99 757/3.07

3.2 Eigenfrequency Determination

3.2.1 Eigenfrequency Determination Objectives

All of the laboratories were required to determine the first and second flap and edge blade frequencies and
the first torsional frequency of the blades prior to static testing.  The purpose was to determine the
measurement scatter among the laboratories. This data could also be used as a boundary for the fatigue
test frequency.  Although not a specific objective of this program, this data could be used in the
development of blade-structural and full-system dynamic models.

From [6] (�Jeroen 4�) and [3] (�Jeroen 8�- included in Appendix F), the expected frequencies (blade
cantilevered) are given.  They are also summarized below in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6  Expected Eigenfrequencies

Mode Blade
Frequency

(Hz)

Reference

First Flap 2.52 Jeroen 4
First Edge 4.0 Jeroen 4
Second Flap 7.8 Jeroen 4
Second Edge 26.1 Jeroen 4
First Torsion 37.5 Jeroen 8

3.2.2 Test Method

The eigenfrequencies were determined by measuring the frequency response function at various locations
along the blade.  Figure 3.1 shows a layout of the blade for the modal testing and the measurement
positions used.  Driving-point measurements (collocation of input and response) were made at position #9
(end of spar) and at position #5 (center of gravity) in the flap and edge directions.  A modal survey was
then conducted by impacting the blade at the survey test points and measuring the response at position #9.
Based on a preliminary review of the data, we believe that position #9 was a node for the second flap
frequency. We then changed the measurement position to #11.

To determine the first torsional frequency, a measurement was made taking the cross product of the flap
response at positions #20 and #31 (leading edge and trailing edge at end of spar).  The second blade (#67)
was not extensively surveyed as the first blade.  Driving-point measurements were only made at position
#11 based on the first blade survey.
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Figure 3.1 Blade modal sensor layout

3.2.3 Instrumentation and Equipment

The blades were connected to NREL�s 1.35 million N-m (1 million ft-lb) capacity blade test stand with a
custom adapter plate (see Appendix H for drawing).  The blade was positioned with the tip chord
perpendicular to horizontal, with the trailing edge down, and the pitch axis parallel to the floor.  This was
the same setup used in the edge static pulls. These tests were conducted in Building 252 (A-60) at the
National Wind Technology Center (NWTC).

The accelerometers were mounted to the blade using the following procedure.  At each measurement
position, aluminum tape was applied to the curved surface of the blade.  A small balsa square was sanded
into a wedge and glued to the tape to provide a vertical surface for the accelerometer mount. Another
layer of aluminum tape was applied over the wedge and the accelerometers were hot-glued to the wedge
to orient the accelerometer�s z-axis parallel to the ground.  The accelerometer cable was then taped to the
blade for strain relief.

Tables 3.7 to 3.10 below list the equipment used in the various aspects of the test.
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Table 3.7 Equipment Used for Blade #66 Driving-Point Measurements

Device Manufacturer Model No. Serial No.
Dynamic Signal

Analyzer
Scientific
Atlanta

SD380Z 719

Force Hammer PCB 086C20 216
Three-axis

Accelerometer
PCB 356A18 4152

Table 3.8 Equipment Used for Blade #66 Modal Survey

Device Manufacturer Model No. Serial No.
Dynamic Signal
Analyzer

Hewlett-Packard HP3565S
System

various

Force Hammer PCB 086C20 216
Accelerometers PCB 370A03 various

Table 3.9 Equipment Used for Blade #66 Torsion Measurements

Device Manufacturer Model No. Serial No.
Dynamic Signal
Analyzer

Scientific
Atlanta

SD380 TBD

Force Hammer PCB 086C20 216
Accelerometers PCB 370A03 361, 362

Table 3.10 Equipment Used for Blade #67 Flap-Driving Measurements

Device Manufacturer Model No. Serial No.
Dynamic Signal
Analyzer

Scientific
Atlanta

SD380Z 719

Force Hammer PCB 086C20 216
Accelerometers Kistler 8638B50 C106090,

C106091

3.2.4 Analysis Method

The blade modes were determined by plotting the residuals of the frequency response functions (FRFs)
that were measured during the modal survey.   The residual at each location and for each direction (flap
and edge) was determined with the Hewlett-Packard (HP) analyzer and noted in a table.  Each residual
was then divided by the maximum value along the blade.  The residual plots for each frequency were then
qualitatively analyzed to determine the blade modes.  Figure 3.2 shows a plot of the first and second flap-
bending modes.  These residuals are from the spar location.  The drop in the first flap mode could be due
to a change in blade structure (no spar) at this location.
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Figure 3.2 Blade #66 flap-bending-mode residual plot

The first torsion frequency for Blade #66 was determined by measuring the cross product of flap positions
#20 and #31.  The blade was excited in the flap direction at position #31.  The torsion frequency was
noted by a 180º phase shift at 25.875 Hz.  This frequency was also evident in the flap driving point
measurements.  Figure 3.3 shows the cross product plot.

It was assumed that frequencies for Blade #67 would be similar, therefore only driving point
measurements were made at position #11.  Figure 3.4 shows the flap driving-point FRF for Blade #67.
Figure 3.5 shows the edge driving-point FRF for Blade #67.
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Figure 3.3 Blade #66 cross product of flap response at Positions #20 and #31 with flap excitation at
Position #31

Figure 3.4 Blade #67 flap driving-point response at Point #11
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Figure 3.5 Blade #67 Edge driving-point response at Point #11

3.2.5 Eigenfrequency Results

Table 3.11 below shows the results of the eigenfrequency tests.  The resolution of the frequency
measurement was 0.125 Hz.  The expected frequencies are also listed, with only the first and second flap
modes being predicted to within 4%.  Amongst these modes was a coupled-flap/edge mode near 17 Hz for
both blades.

Table 3.11 Eigenfrequency Results

Mode Blade #66
Frequency (Hz)

Blade #67
Frequency (Hz)

Expected
Frequency (Hz)

Average ∆%
from Expected

First Flap 2.500 2.500 2.52 0.8
First Edge 5.000 4.875 4.0 -19.0
Second Flap 8.250 7.875 7.8 -3.3
Second Edge 20.000 19.374 26.1 32.6
First Torsion 25.875 25.250 37.5 46.7
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3.3 Damping

3.3.1 Damping Measurement Objectives

The laboratories were to measure the damping for the first flap and edge bending modes of the blade.
This data, which is part of the modal properties of the blade, could be used with the eigenfrequency data
to develop blade-structural and full-system dynamic models.  The damping can be dependent on the
temperature of the blade structure.  Also, aerodynamic damping can contribute to the measurement
depending on the deflection of the blade during excitation.

The SMT program requirements were to measure the damping with log decrement.  Measurements at two
different temperatures were also specified but this requirement was overlooked by NREL.

3.3.2 Test Method

NREL used a step-relaxation method to measure the blade damping.  The blade was set up for the edge
measurement as shown in Figure 4.1.  For the flap measurement, the blade was rotated clockwise 90º in
pitch from this position so that the tip chord was horizontal (high pressure side down) with the pitch axis
remaining horizontal.

For initial deflecting the blade, 90 lb (41 kg) was suspended 11.5 m from the flanged mating surface with
rope and tie-straps.  The root strain gauge bending bridge was connected to a bridge power supply and
storage oscilloscope.  The oscilloscope was armed to collect approximately twenty cycles of data on the
bridge signal.  The tie-straps were cut to release the weight and the bridge signal was stored in the
oscilloscope.  Five trails were made for each measurement and the damping values were averaged.

The critical damping coefficient was determined by fitting a damped sine wave to the data, using a
nonlinear regression program NLREG [7].  The damping is unit-less and is determined by fitting the
following equation to the data [8]:

)sin()( φωζω −= − tAetx d
tn , (3-1)

where:
x(t) = signal value at time t
A = undamped amplitude
ζ = damping factor
ωn = undamped natural frequency
φ = phase angle

and,
21 ζωω −= nd

The difference between ωd and ωn is a small quantity of second order.  The curve fit was used to solve for
the damping, ζ.

3.3.3 Instrumentation and Equipment

The bending-bridge gauges used for generating the time series are described in the static-testing Section
4.3.2.  The bridge 08BFLAP was used for the flap measurements and bridge 08BLDLG was used for the
edge measurement.  The bridges were hooked up to a Measurements Group P-3500 digital strain indicator
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with the output connected to a Tektronix THS710A digital-storage oscilloscope.  The time series data was
then downloaded to a PC using WaveStar software [9].  NLREG is then used to fit a damped sine wave to
the data.

3.3.4 Damping Results

Figure 3.6 shows data for an edge step relaxation test for Blade #67.  The damped sine curve parameters
for this data are:

A = 0.00393
ζ = 0.0037
ωd = 30.8 radians/sec (4.90 Hz- compare to 4.875 Hz in Table 3.11)
φ = 0.935 radians
offset = negligible
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Figure 3.6  Blade #67 edge step-relaxation test data

Figure 3.7 shows data for a flap step relaxation test for Blade #66.  The damped sine-curve parameters for
this data are:

A = 0.00645
ζ = 0.0038
ωd = 16.0 radians/sec (2.55 Hz- compare to 2.50 Hz in Table 3.11)
φ = 0.012 radians
offset = -0.0017 volts
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Figure 3.7  Blade #66 flap step-relaxation test data

Table 3.12  Damping Results

Mode Blade #66
Damping

Test
Temperature

Blade #67
Damping

Test
Temperature

First Flap 0.0038 ± 0.0006 Not recorded 0.0044 ± 0.0008 22ºC
First Edge 0.0042 ± 0.0002 27ºC 0.0037 ± 0.0001 27ºC

Table 3.12 lists the damping results.  The values are the average of five measurements.  The uncertainty,
which includes random and systematic components, is within the 95% confidence limit.  The systematic
uncertainty for the measurements is for the curve fit output from NLREG.  The random component is due
to the variation in five measurements.

Because the energy released in the step relaxation contains all frequencies, all modes are excited in the
blade.  This creates a noisy signal that reduces the accuracy (error of 16% for the flap) of the damping
curve fit.  A better approach would be to excite the blade at the first mode frequency with an
electrodynamic shaker and then remove the excitation and record the decaying signal.
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4. Static Testing

4.1 Static Testing-- Introduction
The purpose of the static tests under the SMT program was to demonstrate that the individual laboratories
could make the same measurements of strain, load, and deflection on different blades having the same
characteristics and global properties.  Blades were carefully selected and common strain-gauge locations
were marked to assure uniformity.  Under normal practice, this type of information is useful for validating
structural models that predict stresses or strains on the blade, and to validate load-carrying capability and
strength.  Unfortunately, it was not possible under this program to perform a complete static-strength
validation because of the requirement for most of the labs to incorporate all testing into a single blade.
Therefore, the common test procedure prescribed did not include a test to failure.

At NREL we tried to meet the requirements of the program but also to try and produce a static test that
was more representative of our common practice.  We met the SMT requirement of loading to 75% of the
extreme design load case.  In addition, however, we added a step to increase the load to 110% in order to
verify a minimum acceptable load for the fatigue test, which was expected to have cyclic test load peaks
of nearly 100% of the design case.  One of the reasons NREL agreed to purchase two blades was to
demonstrate extreme-load-carrying capability.  With two blades, we knew that an unexpected failure of
one blade would not end the program.

Even though we were somewhat freed from a conservative static approach, the methods used in this
program were not exactly consistent with the NREL recommendations or standard practices.  Specifically,
we believe the static-test procedure should include a test-to-failure on a blade to validate the strength and
determine the design margins.

4.2 Static-Test Method

4.2.1 Static-Test Load

4.2.1.1 NedWind Load Cases

Static-test loads were derived from the load spectrum from NedWind in Appendix A.  For the flapwise
test, load case 93 was used.  From [6], this was the case of the turbine parked at the extreme wind speed
(52.2 m/s).  For the edgewise test, load case 97 was used, which corresponds to a grid short circuit at
20 m/s.  These load cases correspond to the maximum flapwise and edgewise moments respectively.

Rotorline performed a static test in 1992.  The blade was loaded separately in flapwise and edgewise
directions.  The maximum flapwise bending moment came from load case 93.  To apply the maximum
bending moment, Rotorline applied a test load of 23000 N (5171 lb) at 7 meters from the blade flange.
The edgewise test was performed with a load of 7150 N (1607 lb) at 7 meters from the blade flange.  The
maximum edgewise bending moment came from load case 97; however this value was not used.  Table
4.1 shows the result of the Rotorline tests.
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Table 4.1.  Rotorline Static-Test Blade Deflections

Load (N) Load Direction Displacement
at 7.65 m

Tip
Displacement

23000 flapwise 150 mm 382 mm
7150 edgewise 20 mm 45 mm

4.2.1.2 NREL Loads

The loads prescribed by the SMT project were 75% of the extreme load cases moment at the flange
(0.65 meter) multiplied by a partial safety factor of 1.5.  The loads were to be applied at the same location
as the Rotorline test at the 7.65-meter station.

In addition, NREL tested up to 110% of the extreme moments at the 0.2 m station (with 1.5 partial safety
factor) to determine if there was adequate stability in the range of the expected fatigue-test loads.

The tare loads for the test were determined by the weight of the load saddle and the blade mass moment
from the maximum chord position out to the load application point.  The mass moment of this section was
determined from �Alex 9� [10].  Table 4.2 shows the blade mass distribution.  Adding the blade and
saddle tare weight to the test loads would approximate zero bending at the maximum chord during the
start of the test.  The blade tare weight was 1980 N (445 lb).  Table 4.3 shows the static-test loads used at
NREL.

Table 4.2 Mass Distribution for Static-Test Blade Weight Tare [10]

Position
(mm)

Mass Moment
(N-mm)

7651 2.335E06
3151 11.243E06

Table 4.3 Static-Test Loads

Load
Direction
(load case)

Moment to
Match at 0.65 m
Flange (N-m)

SMT-
Prescribed
Load at 7.65 m

Moment to
Match at 0.2 m
(N-m)

NREL
110%
Load at
7.65 m

Saddle
Tare
Weight

Total Tare
Weight

edge (97) 92143.9 14809 N
(3329 lb)

102865 22782 N
(5122 lb)

1027 N
(231 lb)

3007 N
(676 lb)

flap (93) 153834 24723 N
(5558 lb)

165036 36552 N
(8218 lb)

912 N
(205 lb)

2892 N
(650 lb)
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4.3 Instrumentation and Equipment

4.3.1 Load Apparatus

4.3.1.1 Test Stand

The test stand used for the static tests can be seen in Figure 4.1.  This stand is one of the two stands at the
NWTC with a 1.36 million N-m capacity (1 million ft-lb).  The test-stand mounting face was set to
perpendicular for the edgewise testing and was tilted back approximately 8º for the flapwise static tests.
The tilt was necessary for the installation of the hydraulic actuator in the flapwise test.

An adapter plate was constructed of A-36, 102-mm (4-in.) steel plate.  This plate was built to adapt the
NedWind 753-mm (29.65-in.) bolt circle to the test stand 1219-mm (48-in.) bolt circle.  A drawing of the
adapter plate is in Appendix G.  The adapter plate was mounted to the test stand with 1.25×7.00 UNC
Grade 8 bolts torqued to 1360 N-m (1000 ft-lb).  The blade was mounted to the adapter plate with
M24×200 10.9 metric bolts torqued to 800 N-m (590 ft-lb).  This was the blade-to-hub torque specified
by NedWind [11].

Figure 4.1 NedWind 25 Blade Setup Edge Static-Loading Building 252 (A-60), NWTC
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4.3.1.2 Load Saddles

Loads were introduced into the blade at the 7.65-m station with a load saddle.  A drawing of the load
saddle is shown in Appendix H.  The saddle consists of a metal frame that can withstand the loads normal
and parallel to the blade chord line.  The metal frame compresses wood blocks with a cutout of the blade
section.  In between the wood and blade is a 76-mm (3-in.) wide strip of high durometer (80 shore-A)
polyurethane.  The polyurethane was molded directly to the blade section, which allowed the load to be
spread around the blade section.

The saddle had a connection for the edge loading that pulled in the direction aligned with the blade
section chord line.  For the flap load, the load actuator was connected so that the load was normal to the
blade section at 40% chord.

4.3.1.3 Load Cells

Table 4.4 below lists the information for the load cells used in the static tests.

Table 4.4 Load Cells Used for Static Pulls

Pull Direction Manufacturer Model No. Serial No. Capacity
Edge Tri-Coastal

Industries
TG 303 898 133,440 N

(30,000 lb)
Flap MTS® 661.20E-03 78892 97,856 N

(22,000 lb)
Flap
(blade 66 post-fatigue)

MTS® 661.20E-03 66265 97,856 N
(22,000 lb)

4.3.1.4 Overhead Cranes

The 5-ton (44,480-N) overhead crane in Building 252 was used to apply the edge load, which was
displayed on a large digital display for operator feedback.  The crane can be seen in Figure 4.1.  The crane
winch is hydraulically powered and operated with hand valves in an adjacent control room.  The crane has
wheels that allow for free movement in the blade longitudinal direction.

For the post-fatigue edgewise static test on Blade #66, the 35-ton (311,360-N) overhead crane in Building
254 was used.

4.3.1.5 Servo-hydraulic System

Flap static-loads were applied with a hydraulic actuator controlled by an MTS® 458.14 servo-hydraulic
system controller.  The controller was operated with MTS® T/RAC software.  A 762-mm (30-in.) stroke,
46,260 N (10,400-lb) capacity actuator was used to apply the loads.  The controller was set to apply the
load in a slow ramp and hold at load for 10 seconds.

For the post-fatigue flapwise static test on Blade #66, the same actuator was used but it was connected to
an MTS® 497.13 Flex Test IIm System Controller.

4.3.1.6 Displacement Instrumentation

Table 4.5 lists the instrumentation used for measuring the displacement at the load application point
(7.6 m).  A string potentiometer was used to measure the edge load application point displacement.  The
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flap load application point displacement was measured using the load actuator�s internal linear variable
differential transformer (LVDT).

Table 4.5 Static-Pull Displacement Instrumentation--Load Application Point

Pull
Direction

Type Manufacturer Model No. Serial No. Capacity

Edge String
Potentiometer

Patriot P-40B(A56) 19540 1016 mm (40 in.)

Flap LVDT MTS® 247.11 0234238 762 mm (30 in.)

Tip displacement was measured for both flap and edge tests using linear retractable scales.  The tip
displacement scale readings were recorded by hand at the start of each load application and at the test
load.

4.3.2 Strain Gauges
Common strain-gauge locations were prescribed by the SMT program and documented in �Jeroen 8� [3]
and [12].  These locations were marked on the blades at ECN prior to shipment to the laboratories.  The
partners were to measure these common gauge locations according to procedures outlined in the SMT
project plan [13].

Table 4.6 Common Strain-Gauge Locations

SMT
Gauge

NREL
Gauge

Blade #66
Radial*

Blade #67
Radial*

∆% Blade #66
Circumferential*

Blade #67
Circumferential*

∆%

400E1 08BLDLG 0.393 0.408 3.8 0 0 0.0
400E2 08BLDLG 0.416 0.405 -2.6 0.981 0.993 1.2
400F1 08BFLAP 0.407 0.407 0.0 0.498 0.506 1.6
400F2 08BFLAP 0.403 0.407 1.0 1.463 1.484 1.4
1500S1 17S38UA 1.498 1.501 0.2 1.730 1.703 -1.6
1500P1 17S38LA 1.505 1.500 -0.3 0.740 0.696 -5.9
1500S0 17R62UA 1.488 1.486 -0.1 2.000 1.972 -1.4
1500P0 17R62LA 1.486 1.486 0.0 0.469 0.425 -9.4
1500S45 17R62UB 1.493 1.492 -0.1 1.995 1.968 -1.4
1500P45 17R62LB 1.492 1.492 0.0 0.474 0.430 -9.3
1500S90 17R62UC 1.497 1.497 0.0 1.991 1.962 -1.5
1500P90 17R62LC 1.469 1.497 1.9 0.478 0.435 -9.0
2500S1 25S26UA 2.498 2.503 0.2 1.907 1.899 -0.4
2500P1 25S26LA 2.506 2.500 -0.2 1.037 0.998 -3.8
2500S0 25R45UA 2.488 2.487 0.0 2.179 2.167 -0.6
2500P0 25R45LA 2.491 2.487 -0.2 0.766 0.726 -5.2
2500S45 25R45UB 2.492 2.490 -0.1 2.173 2.161 -0.6
2500P45 25R45LB 2.495 2.492 -0.1 0.722 0.730 1.1
2500S90 25R45UC 2.497 2.496 0.0 2.169 2.157 -0.6
2500P90 25R45LC 2.499 2.497 -0.1 0.776 0.736 -5.2

*Radial dimension is measured from flange mating surface, circumferential dimension is measured from trailing
edge starting on pressure side. All dimensions are in meters [13].

The project partners were free to add additional measurement locations.  In total, NREL applied 36 strain
and 2 bending bridges to each blade. Tables 4.7 and 4.8 list the NREL gauge locations.
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Gauges were placed at five blade span locations including the root.  Gauges were placed at mid-panel fore
and aft of the blade spar and along the spar.  Three-axis rectangular rosette gauges were used on the
compressive side mid-panels.

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the strain-gauge measurement locations for the edge and flap static tests
respectively.  Single element gauges were Measurements Group WK-09-250BF-10C.  Measurements
Group WK-09-250RD-10C were used for rectangular rosettes.  Data sheets for these strain gauges are
included in Appendix H.

Note that 08BLDLG and 08BFLAP were configured into active four-arm bending bridges.  This was due
to preliminary program information stating that these gauge locations would be used to measure bending.
Later we found that the other laboratories were measuring the strain at these locations.

Table 4.7 Strain Gauge Setup for Edgewise Static Pulls

GAUGE NAME SMT NAME BIB BOX 
HOOK-UP

GAUGE 
CHANNEL

TYPE DISTANCE 
FROM CENTER 
OF ROTATION

DISTANCE 
FROM ROOT 

PLANE

CHORD 
LENGTH

PERCENT 
SPAN

PERCENT 
CHORD

SURFACE ORIENTATION

mm mm mm
08BLDLG 400E1/E2 1-1 4 BENDING 1050 400 TBD 8 N/A LEAD-LAG 0°
08BFLAP 400F1/F2 1-2 5 BENDING 1050 400 TBD 8 N/A FLAP 0°
17S38UA 1500S1 1-3 6 SINGLE 2150 1500 1060 17 38 UPPER 0°
17S38LA 1500P1 1-4 7 SINGLE 2150 1500 1060 17 38 LOWER 0°
17R62UA 1500S0 1-5 8 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 UPPER 0°
17R62UC 1500S90 1-6 9 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 UPPER 90°
17R62LA 1500P0 1-7 10 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 LOWER 0°
17R62LC 1500P90 1-8 11 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 LOWER 90°
25R20UA 2-1 12 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 20 UPPER 0°
17R62UB 1500S45 2-2 13 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 UPPER 45°
25S20LA 2-3 14 SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 20 LOWER 0°
25S26UA 2500S1 2-4 15 SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 26 UPPER 0°
25S26LA 2500P1 2-5 16 SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 26 LOWER 0°
25S40UA 2-6 17 SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 40 UPPER 0° REPLACES 31R20UC
25S40LA 2-7 18 SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 40 LOWER 0° REPLACES 31R70UC
25S70LA 2-8 19 SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 70 LOWER 0°
25R45UA 2500S0 3-1 20 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 UPPER 0°
25R45UC 2500S90 3-2 21 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 UPPER 90°
25R45LA 2500P0 3-3 22 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 LOWER 0°
25R45LC 2500P90 3-4 23 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 LOWER 90°
25R70UA 3-5 24 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 70 UPPER 0°
17R62LB 1500P45 3-6 25 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 LOWER 45°
31R20UA 3-7 26 ROSETTE 3900 3250 1317 31 20 UPPER 0°
25R45LB 2500P45 3-8 27 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 LOWER 45°
31S20LA 4-1 28 SINGLE 3900 3250 1317 31 20 LOWER 0° REPLACES 25R70UC
31S40UA 4-2 29 SINGLE 3900 3250 1317 31 40 UPPER 0°
31S40LA 4-3 30 SINGLE 3900 3250 1317 31 40 LOWER 0°
31R70UA 4-4 31 ROSETTE 3900 3250 1317 31 70 UPPER 0°
25R45UB 2500S45 4-5 32 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 UPPER 45°
31S70LA 4-6 33 SINGLE 3900 3250 1317 31 70 LOWER 0° REPLACES 25R20UC
41S40LA 4-7 34 SINGLE 5150 4500 1204 41 40 LOWER 0°
41S40UA 4-8 35 SINGLE 5150 4500 1204 41 40 UPPER 0°

GAUGES NOT USED FOR EDGEWISE TESTING
31R20UC N/A N/A ROSETTE 3900 3250 1317 31 20 UPPER 90°
31R70UC N/A N/A ROSETTE 3900 3250 1317 31 70 UPPER 90°
25R70UC N/A N/A ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 70 UPPER 90°
25R20UC N/A N/A ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 20 UPPER 90°

Using the following formula [14] we made an estimate of the strain at these locations:

)(
4 43210 εεεε −+−= EKe (4-1)

which reduces to:

ε
40

EKe =          (4-2)

this assumes that strain, ε, is equal in all four bridge arms.
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e0 = measured voltage
E = 3.333 VDC excitation voltage
K = 2.04, gauge factor for WK-09-250BF-10C.

Table 4.8 Strain Gauge Setup for Flapwise Static Pulls

GAUGE NAME SMT NAME BIB BOX 
HOOK-UP

GAUGE 
CHANNEL

TYPE DISTANCE 
FROM CENTER 
OF ROTATION

DISTANCE 
FROM ROOT 

PLANE

CHORD 
LENGTH

PERCENT 
SPAN

PERCENT 
CHORD

SURFACE ORIENTATION

mm mm mm
08BLDLG 400E1/E2 1-1 4 BENDING 1050 400 TBD 8 N/A LEAD-LAG 0°
08BFLAP 400F1/F2 1-2 5 BENDING 1050 400 TBD 8 N/A FLAP 0°
17S38UA 1500S1 1-3 6 SINGLE 2150 1500 1060 17 38 UPPER 0°
17S38LA 1500P1 1-4 7 SINGLE 2150 1500 1060 17 38 LOWER 0°
17R62UA 1500S0 1-5 8 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 UPPER 0°
17R62UC 1500S90 1-6 9 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 UPPER 90°
17R62LA 1500P0 1-7 10 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 LOWER 0°
17R62LC 1500P90 1-8 11 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 LOWER 90°
25R20UA 2-1 12 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 20 UPPER 0°
17R62UB 1500S45 2-2 13 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 UPPER 45°
25S20LA 2-3 14 SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 20 LOWER 0°
25S26UA 2500S1 2-4 15 SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 26 UPPER 0°
25S26LA 2500P1 2-5 16 SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 26 LOWER 0°
31R20UC 2-6 17 ROSETTE 3900 3250 1317 31 20 UPPER 90° REPLACES 25S40UA
31R70UC 2-7 18 ROSETTE 3900 3250 1317 31 70 UPPER 90° REPLACES 25S40LA
25S70LA 2-8 19 SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 70 LOWER 0°
25R45UA 2500S0 3-1 20 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 UPPER 0°
25R45UC 2500S90 3-2 21 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 UPPER 90°
25R45LA 2500P0 3-3 22 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 LOWER 0°
25R45LC 2500P90 3-4 23 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 LOWER 90°
25R70UA 3-5 24 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 70 UPPER 0°
17R62LB 1500P45 3-6 25 ROSETTE 2150 1500 1060 17 62 LOWER 45°
31R20UA 3-7 26 ROSETTE 3900 3250 1317 31 20 UPPER 0°
25R45LB 2500P45 3-8 27 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 LOWER 45°
25R70UC 4-1 28 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 70 UPPER 90° REPLACES 31S20LA
31S40UA 4-2 29 SINGLE 3900 3250 1317 31 40 UPPER 0°
31S40LA 4-3 30 SINGLE 3900 3250 1317 31 40 LOWER 0°
31R70UA 4-4 31 ROSETTE 3900 3250 1317 31 70 UPPER 0°
25R45UB 2500S45 4-5 32 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 45 UPPER 45°
25R20UC 4-6 33 ROSETTE 3150 2500 1385 25 20 UPPER 90° REPLACES 31S70LA
41S40LA 4-7 34 SINGLE 5150 4500 1204 41 40 LOWER 0°
41S40UA 4-8 35 SINGLE 5150 4500 1204 41 40 UPPER 0°

GAUGES NOT USED FOR FLAPWISE TESTING
31S70LA N/A N/A SINGLE 3900 3250 1317 31 70 LOWER 0°
31S20LA N/A N/A SINGLE 3900 3250 1317 31 20 LOWER 0°
25S40UA N/A N/A SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 40 UPPER 0°
25S40LA N/A N/A SINGLE 3150 2500 1385 25 40 LOWER 0°

4.3.3 Data Acquisition System

NREL�s BSTRAIN was used for acquiring the static-test data.  BSTRAIN is described in [15] and [4].
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the BSTRAIN system.

At the time of test planning the allowable number of channels measured during the static tests was limited
to 36; therefore, different strain gauges were measured during the edge and flap tests, as shown in Tables
4.7 and 4.8 above.

The SCXI 1121 modules were configured with the low-pass frequency set at 4 Hz.  The gain was 200 and
the excitation was 3.333 VDC for the strain-gauge channels.  The channel sampling-rate was set at 2 Hz.
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Figure 4.2 Static Test Data Acquisition Schematic

4.3.4 Calibration

For the edgewise-static pulls, the load cell was calibrated by an off-site calibration facility. Prior to
testing, the load cell was checked through the data acquisition system up to 2000 lb (8896 N) using a
calibrated deadweight. The string potentiometer at the load application point was calibrated through the
data acquisition system with a ruler over the full range.  Factory-supplied strain-gauge factors were used
for the strain data.

For the flapwise-static pulls, the load cell and actuator LVDT were calibrated through the control system
by the MTS® representative prior to testing.
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4.3.5 Static-Test Procedure

The static tests were conducted according to the following general procedures:

1. Mount blade to test stand in the proper orientation for the load.
2. Connect loading apparatus to blade.
3. Start data acquisition system.
4. Zero strain gauges at tare load.
5. Apply 75% design load to blade.
6. Hold for 10 seconds.
7. Return to tare load.
8. Apply 100% design load.
9. Hold for 10 seconds.
10. Return to tare load.
11. Apply 110% design load. (pre-fatigue only)
12. Hold for 10 seconds.
13. Return to tare loads.
14. Stop data acquisition.

4.4 Static-Test Results

4.4.1 Displacements

Displacements were measured at the load application point (7.65 m) and at the blade tip.  Figures C.1 and
C.2 in Appendix C show the data for edge test.  Figures D.1 and D.2 in Appendix D show the data for
flap test.  The figures show the 75% and 110% load data for the static tests conducted prior to the fatigue
tests.  The 75% and 100% post-fatigue test data are also presented.  Table 4.9 lists the results for the
deflection at the 75% load point for pre- and post-fatigue tests.  There data were interpolated from the
110% pre-fatigue test and the 100% post-fatigue test and were given to allow comparison with other
laboratories.  Note that the tip was removed for the fatigue test of Blade #67, so post-fatigue test tip
deflection data were not available.

Table 4.9 Static Blade Deflections at SMT-Prescribed 75% Load

Pull Direction Load Position #66
Pre-Fatigue
(mm)

#66
Post-Fatigue
(mm)

#67
Pre-Fatigue
(mm)

#67
Post-Fatigue
(mm)

Edgewise 14,809 N
(3329 lb)

Load point
(7.65 m)

46 48 48 51

Edgewise 14,809 N
(3329 lb)

Tip
(12.65 m)

94 98 102 N/A

Flapwise 24,723 N
(5558 lb)

Load point
(7.65 m)

192 188 191 187

Flapwise 24,723 N
(5558 lb)

Tip
(12.65 m)

504 497 502 N/A

These data show very slight differences in the deflection between the pre-fatigue and the post-fatigue
static tests.  Both of the edge tests show a very slight increase in displacement under the same load,
indicating a drop in global stiffness.  However, these differences are very small (less than 4 mm) and are
within the uncertainty of the measurement system.  The flap direction displacements showed a slight
decrease in displacement under the prescribed 75% load.  This is an unusual result because most blades
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show a slight decrease in global stiffness after being subjected to fatigue loading.  This increase in
stiffness is also seen in the strain measurements, thus giving credence to its validity. This result is
discussed later.

4.4.2 Strain Verification

Strain versus load data for the edgewise static-tests are presented in Appendix C.  Data for the flapwise-
static test are presented in Appendix D.  Each page in the Appendix represents one gauge position.  Pre-
fatigue data is presented for each blade for the 75% and 110% load cases.  Post-fatigue data are presented
for each blade for the 75% and 100% load cases.  Table 4.10 lists pre- and post-fatigue strain for the
edgewise 75% and 100% loads.  Table 4.11 lists the same for the flap test.  These strain values were
interpolated from the 110% load case data for the pre-fatigue test and from the 100% load case data from
the post-fatigue test.  The deflection data are also included in these tables.

One of the primary reasons NREL deviated from the SMT-prescribed load of 75% design and loaded up
to 110%, was to determine the stable test load range that could be used for fatigue testing on the basis of
linearity.  The figures in the appendices show the linearity of each measurement location (except for off-
axis "B" and "C" gauges) and show that even under the 110% load, there was no apparent danger of local
buckling at these loads.  This reassured us that fatigue loading at these levels could be achieved without
inducing a buckling failure mode.  This could not be determined from the 75% load tests.  Moreover,
under NREL�s common practices, we would strongly have recommended a test to failure for at least one
of the blades, preferably before the fatigue test, but certainly during the post-fatigue static test.  This was
not done to allow a uniform comparison among laboratories in the postmortem inspections.
Unfortunately, these inspections were never done.

Figures 4.3 through 4.8 show various comparisons between the pre- and post-fatigue test strain-gauge
data and comparisons between the two blades tested.

Generally, the differences between Blades #66 and #67 appeared to be random and could not be attributed
to a significant difference in fabrication or testing technique without more extensive postmortem
dissections.  These results are shown best in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, which compare the flap and edge strains,
respectively, at each strain measurement location for Blades #66 and #67 at the prescribed 75% static load
for the SMT program.  In a few locations, there appears to be very poor agreement between blades,
particularly in the non-axial gauges.  Gauge placement or low strain in the principal gauge direction can
explain almost all of these differences.  Most of the differences seemed to be characteristic of the blade
itself and the differences did not appear to be altered by the fatigue test, with few exceptions.  In other
words, if the difference between blades existed before the fatigue test it was usually there after the fatigue
test also, in about the same proportions.  No distinguishable pattern was drawn from this data that would
indicate a clear difference in manufacturing strength or blade properties.  Any differences seem to average
themselves out and did not affect the global property measurements.

Both of the blades� stiffness appeared to increase during fatigue testing.  This phenomenon can be
observed in Figures 4.3 through 4.6, which compare the static strains before and after the fatigue tests.
These charts show reduced strain sensitivity in the post-fatigue static test as compared to the pre-fatigue
static test, especially in the flap direction.  For Blade #66 this effect was not noticeable in the edge
direction but it was observed in Blade #67 in both flap and edge.  This phenomenon is the opposite of the
expected result, which would usually be a slight decline in blade stiffness over the course of a load-based
fatigue test.  This effect cannot be explained by load sensor error as we had originally thought.  Both
blades exhibited the same behavior but were tested at different times.  Post static tests were conducted in
different laboratories (Blade #66 in Building 254 and Blade #67 in Building 252).  All of the pre-fatigue
tests were conducted in Building 252.  Load cell calibrations were double-checked to rule out sensor
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errors.   For Blade #66, the load cell used for the post-fatigue test was different than the one used for
Blade #67, although the same result was observed.  Additional evidence that suggests the effect was real
is that the displacement sensors for both tests corroborate the strain data, with higher displacements
following higher strain measurements in all cases (see Table 4.9).

One explanation for these results is that the blades may have stiffened slightly due to lower environmental
humidity in Colorado.  The blades originated in the Netherlands, where they may have absorbed ambient
moisture for several years before being shipped to NREL.  The strength gained due to the drying of the
laminates in the Colorado climate may have been enough to offset and overshadow any stiffness losses
encountered during the test.

Table 4.10 Edge Static-Test Strains

Measurement
SMT 

Nomenclature

Blade 66 pre-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 66 pre-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 66 post-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 66 post-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 67 pre-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 67 pre-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 67 post-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 67 post-
fatigue 100% 

loading
Disp Load (mm) 46 66 48 66 48 68 51 71
Disp Tip (mm) 94 131 98 136 102 142 - -
08BLDLG (µstrain) 400E1/2 439 619 452 633 433 610 431 607
08BFLAP (µstrain) 400F1/2 146 203 127 174 86 118 82 113
17S38UA (µstrain) 1500S1 -92 -125 -99 -136 -104 -142 -93 -128
17S38LA (µstrain) 1500P1 176 243 186 254 290 401 267 367
17R62UA (µstrain) 1500S0 402 568 391 544 394 558 392 551
17R62LA (µstrain) 1500P0 629 879 633 873 741 1042 737 1030
17R62UB (µstrain) 1500S45 29 45 29 43 38 59 36 54
17R62LB (µstrain) 1500P45 140 197 151 207 219 309 228 319
17R62UC (µstrain) 1500S90 -139 -191 -137 -187 -90 -120 -77 -103
17R62LC (µstrain) 1500P90 19 7 53 48 -16 -44 -50 -90
25R20UA (µstrain) -507 -713 -518 -720 -559 -788 -545 -764
25S20LA (µstrain) -104 -149 -91 -129 -166 -238 failed failed
25S26UA (µstrain) 2500S1 -489 -689 -498 -691 -408 -300 -396 -554
25S26LA (µstrain) 2500P1 4 4 14 19 82 114 77 105
25S40UA (µstrain) -21 -26 -30 -41 -42 -55 -38 -51
25S40LA (µstrain) 289 405 296 408 358 502 353 493
25R45UA (µstrain) 2500S0 119 172 110 153 99 145 102 145
25R45LA (µstrain) 2500P0 421 590 421 580 446 622 440 614
25R45UB (µstrain) 2500S45 -55 -76 -54 -76 -58 -84 -57 -81
25R45LB (µstrain) 2500P45 -1 9 4 13 -22 -19 -21 -18
25R45UC (µstrain) 2500S90 -112 -166 -111 -159 -105 -152 -98 -142
25R45LC (µstrain) 2500P90 -336 -461 -320 -430 -354 -475 -349 -472
25R70UA (µstrain) 371 539 382 541 408 578 404 573
25S70LA (µstrain) 674 949 672 931 637 900 633 890
31R20UA (µstrain) -378 -532 -391 -542 -454 -631 -444 -621
31S20LA (µstrain) -117 -169 -109 -152 -4 -11 -11 -17
31S40UA (µstrain) -113 -156 -124 -172 -130 -175 failed failed
31S40LA (µstrain) 202 284 209 290 312 434 297 417
31R70UA (µstrain) 512 722 500 691 445 624 445 624
31S70LA (µstrain) 532 777 545 777 663 947 669 959
41S40UA (µstrain) -99 -135 -112 -154 -134 -184 -129 -177
41S40LA (µstrain) 154 219 164 227 189 261 179 249

Strain from bending bridges in BOLD are estimates based on 3.333 VDC excitation and 2.04 gauge factor

Measurement
SMT 

Nomenclature

Blade 66 pre-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 66 pre-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 66 post-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 66 post-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 67 pre-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 67 pre-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 67 post-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 67 post-
fatigue 100% 

loading
Disp Load (mm) 46 66 48 66 48 68 51 71
Disp Tip (mm) 94 131 98 136 102 142 - -
08BLDLG (µstrain) 400E1/2 439 619 452 633 433 610 431 607
08BFLAP (µstrain) 400F1/2 146 203 127 174 86 118 82 113
17S38UA (µstrain) 1500S1 -92 -125 -99 -136 -104 -142 -93 -128
17S38LA (µstrain) 1500P1 176 243 186 254 290 401 267 367
17R62UA (µstrain) 1500S0 402 568 391 544 394 558 392 551
17R62LA (µstrain) 1500P0 629 879 633 873 741 1042 737 1030
17R62UB (µstrain) 1500S45 29 45 29 43 38 59 36 54
17R62LB (µstrain) 1500P45 140 197 151 207 219 309 228 319
17R62UC (µstrain) 1500S90 -139 -191 -137 -187 -90 -120 -77 -103
17R62LC (µstrain) 1500P90 19 7 53 48 -16 -44 -50 -90
25R20UA (µstrain) -507 -713 -518 -720 -559 -788 -545 -764
25S20LA (µstrain) -104 -149 -91 -129 -166 -238 failed failed
25S26UA (µstrain) 2500S1 -489 -689 -498 -691 -408 -562 -396 -554
25S26LA (µstrain) 2500P1 4 4 14 19 82 114 77 105
25S40UA (µstrain) -21 -26 -30 -41 -42 -55 -38 -51
25S40LA (µstrain) 289 405 296 408 358 502 353 493
25R45UA (µstrain) 2500S0 119 172 110 153 99 145 102 145
25R45LA (µstrain) 2500P0 421 590 421 580 446 622 440 614
25R45UB (µstrain) 2500S45 -55 -76 -54 -76 -58 -84 -57 -81
25R45LB (µstrain) 2500P45 -1 9 4 13 -22 -19 -21 -18
25R45UC (µstrain) 2500S90 -112 -166 -111 -159 -105 -152 -98 -142
25R45LC (µstrain) 2500P90 -336 -461 -320 -430 -354 -475 -349 -472
25R70UA (µstrain) 371 539 382 541 408 578 404 573
25S70LA (µstrain) 674 949 672 931 637 900 633 890
31R20UA (µstrain) -378 -532 -391 -542 -454 -631 -444 -621
31S20LA (µstrain) -117 -169 -109 -152 -4 -11 -11 -17
31S40UA (µstrain) -113 -156 -124 -172 -130 -175 failed failed
31S40LA (µstrain) 202 284 209 290 312 434 297 417
31R70UA (µstrain) 512 722 500 691 445 624 445 624
31S70LA (µstrain) 532 777 545 777 663 947 669 959
41S40UA (µstrain) -99 -135 -112 -154 -134 -184 -129 -177
41S40LA (µstrain) 154 219 164 227 189 261 179 249

Strain from bending bridges in BOLD are estimates based on 3.333 VDC excitation and 2.04 gauge factor.
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Table 4.11 Flap Static-Test Strains

Measurement
SMT 

Nomenclature

Blade 66 pre-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 66 pre-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 66 post-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 66 post-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 67 pre-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 67 pre-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 67 post-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 67 post-
fatigue 100% 

loading
Disp Load (mm) 192 260 188 252 191 259 187 253
Disp Tip (mm) 504 678 497 669 502 675 - -
08BLDLG (µstrain) 400E1/E2 91 131 101 140 32 51 25 38
08BFLAP (µstrain) 400F1/F2 946 1275 935 1256 963 1297 955 1278
17S38UA (µstrain) 1500S1 -1242 -1685 -1225 -1656 -1283 -1741 -1251 -1668
17S38LA (µstrain) 1500P1 1153 1554 1140 1531 1369 1841 1273 1703
17R62UA (µstrain) 1500S0 -1163 -1584 -1101 -1492 -1282 -1754 -1256 -1707
17R62LA (µstrain) 1500P0 975 1313 962 1320 970 1306 921 1237
17R62UB (µstrain) 1500S45 -386 -497 -354 -453 -515 -675 -493 -622
17R62LB (µstrain) 1500P45 453 619 430 617 461 634 453 622
17R62UC (µstrain) 1500S90 -117 -166 -114 -139 -264 -363 -241 -314
17R62LC (µstrain) 1500P90 94 143 80 154 123 177 104 132
25R20UA (µstrain) -1724 -2369 -1692 -2314 -1400 -1941 -1350 -1859
25S20LA (µstrain) 1267 1710 1261 1722 1261 1701 failed failed
25R20UC (µstrain) -55 -181 -41 -155 70 9 61 4
25S26UA (µstrain) 2500S1 -588 -810 -2404 -3288 -302 -417 -1946 -2668
25S26LA (µstrain) 2500P1 1296 1747 1269 1704 1394 1881 1355 1818
25R45UA (µstrain) 2500S0 -1354 -1822 -1330 -1784 -1486 -1999 -1451 -1942
25R45LA (µstrain) 2500P0 1301 1751 1274 1712 1135 1528 1089 1439
25R45UB (µstrain) 2500S45 -700 -932 -677 -925 -724 -963 -694 -941
25R45LB (µstrain) 2500P45 519 715 501 692 400 566 392 548
25R45UC (µstrain) 2500S90 309 437 324 456 269 383 280 375
25R45LC (µstrain) 2500P90 -426 -546 -435 -558 -413 -525 -386 -510
25R70UA (µstrain) -321 -418 -330 -399 -389 -512 -392 -512
25S70LA (µstrain) 506 686 476 671 365 501 330 430
25R70UC (µstrain) 472 633 422 585 418 562 394 544
31R20UA (µstrain) -1307 -1772 -1299 -1781 -1468 -1984 -1421 -1911
31R20UC (µstrain) 307 341 300 336 311 349 failed failed
31S40UA (µstrain) -1849 -2510 -1833 -2478 -1771 -2400 failed failed
31S40LA (µstrain) 1441 1945 1420 1910 1528 2073 1448 1930
31R70UA (µstrain) -829 -1077 -804 -1046 -654 -849 -663 -853
31R70UC (µstrain) 268 287 283 327 290 374 284 384
41S40UA (µstrain) -1939 -2641 -1925 -2641 -1840 -2503 -1824 -2499
41S40LA (µstrain) 1560 2163 1568 2140 1607 2170 1550 2089

Strain from bending bridges in BOLD are estimates based on 3.333 VDC excitation and 2.04 gauge factor

Measurement
SMT 

Nomenclature

Blade 66 pre-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 66 pre-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 66 post-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 66 post-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 67 pre-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 67 pre-
fatigue 100% 

loading

Blade 67 post-
fatigue 75% 

loading

Blade 67 post-
fatigue 100% 

loading
Disp Load (mm) 192 260 188 252 191 259 187 253
Disp Tip (mm) 504 678 497 669 502 675 - -
08BLDLG (µstrain) 400E1/E2 91 131 101 140 32 51 25 38
08BFLAP (µstrain) 400F1/F2 946 1275 935 1256 963 1297 955 1278
17S38UA (µstrain) 1500S1 -1242 -1685 -1225 -1656 -1283 -1741 -1251 -1668
17S38LA (µstrain) 1500P1 1153 1554 1140 1531 1369 1841 1273 1703
17R62UA (µstrain) 1500S0 -1163 -1584 -1101 -1492 -1282 -1754 -1256 -1707
17R62LA (µstrain) 1500P0 975 1313 962 1320 970 1306 921 1237
17R62UB (µstrain) 1500S45 -386 -497 -354 -453 -515 -675 -493 -622
17R62LB (µstrain) 1500P45 453 619 430 617 461 634 453 622
17R62UC (µstrain) 1500S90 -117 -166 -114 -139 -264 -363 -241 -314
17R62LC (µstrain) 1500P90 94 143 80 154 123 177 104 132
25R20UA (µstrain) -1724 -2369 -1692 -2314 -1400 -1941 -1350 -1859
25S20LA (µstrain) 1267 1710 1261 1722 1261 1701 failed failed
25R20UC (µstrain) -55 -181 -41 -155 70 9 61 4
25S26UA (µstrain) 2500S1 -588 -810 -2404 -3288 -302 -417 -1946 -2668
25S26LA (µstrain) 2500P1 1296 1747 1269 1704 1394 1881 1355 1818
25R45UA (µstrain) 2500S0 -1354 -1822 -1330 -1784 -1486 -1999 -1451 -1942
25R45LA (µstrain) 2500P0 1301 1751 1274 1712 1135 1528 1089 1439
25R45UB (µstrain) 2500S45 -700 -932 -677 -925 -724 -963 -694 -941
25R45LB (µstrain) 2500P45 519 715 501 692 400 566 392 548
25R45UC (µstrain) 2500S90 309 437 324 456 269 383 280 375
25R45LC (µstrain) 2500P90 -426 -546 -435 -558 -413 -525 -386 -510
25R70UA (µstrain) -321 -418 -330 -399 -389 -512 -392 -512
25S70LA (µstrain) 506 686 476 671 365 501 330 430
25R70UC (µstrain) 472 633 422 585 418 562 394 544
31R20UA (µstrain) -1307 -1772 -1299 -1781 -1468 -1984 -1421 -1911
31R20UC (µstrain) 307 341 300 336 311 349 failed failed
31S40UA (µstrain) -1849 -2510 -1833 -2478 -1771 -2400 failed failed
31S40LA (µstrain) 1441 1945 1420 1910 1528 2073 1448 1930
31R70UA (µstrain) -829 -1077 -804 -1046 -654 -849 -663 -853
31R70UC (µstrain) 268 287 283 327 290 374 284 384
41S40UA (µstrain) -1939 -2641 -1925 -2641 -1840 -2503 -1824 -2499
41S40LA (µstrain) 1560 2163 1568 2140 1607 2170 1550 2089

Strain from bending bridges in BOLD are estimates based on 3.333 VDC excitation and 2.04 gauge factor.
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Figure 4.3 Blade #66 flap static test pre- and post-fatigue test gauge comparison
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Figure 4.5 Blade #67 flap static test pre- and post-fatigue test gauge comparison
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Figure 4.7 Blades #66 and #67 comparison for SMT-prescribed 75% flap static tests
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4.4.3 Summary of Major Static-Test Observations

1. Blade #66 and Blade #67 appear to have some random differences but their global properties are
very similar.

2. Pre- and post-fatigue data show a probable increase in blade stiffness due to possible laminate
drying effects.  This effect is most obvious in the flap direction.

3. The effect described in #2 above overshadowed any possible decline in global blade properties
due to fatigue testing.  Some local strain changes may have occurred but could not be fully
evaluated for this test.

4. The SMT-prescribed static-test load (75% of ultimate) was insufficient to evaluate possible non-
linearities for fatigue loading.

5. The SMT-prescribed static-test loading procedure was inadequate to evaluate extreme load
behavior and did not allow the actual blade strength to be determined.
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5. Fatigue Testing

5.1 Introduction

The methodology for conducting fatigue tests of wind turbine blades is inherently more complex than for
static testing.  The extreme static design loads can usually be applied to the test blade at near face value
with a high level of confidence and without any complex manipulations.  The fatigue load spectrum,
however, must first be compressed and simplified, then applied to the blade within the constraints of the
laboratory�s hardware.  As a result, fatigue-testing methodology has more variations among the
laboratories and is less easily restricted to a single procedure.  The SMT partners agreed that the �business
as usual� practices for each laboratory should be followed to allow a wider range of methods to be
examined.

For a particular fatigue test procedure, the methodology is determined by both the analytical technique
used to synthesize the design loads, and the hardware constraints on the test lab.  In practice, it is difficult
to separate the two.  A highly accurate damage model will not result in a representative test if the
hardware cannot reproduce the loads.  Similarly, an exceedingly versatile set of hydraulic equipment will
not improve the test if the design loads are not properly reduced.

Previous fatigue tests performed at NREL have used the following test hardware arrangements:

1. Independent (sequential) fatigue tests of the flap and edge loads
2. Combined flap and edge fatigue test with blade pitched to a prescribed angle for the proper

resultant load using a single hydraulic actuator
3. Two-axis test with separate flap and edge load inputs from separate hydraulic actuators

To compare methods 2 and 3 above, NREL elected to conduct both a single-axis test and a two-axis test
on separate blades.  The single-axis test is simple and easy to implement for strength verification and
design strength checks.  Method 1 is a subset of this type of testing.  The two-axis test is more equipment-
intensive but produces a better representation of the true operating conditions.

5.2 Design Data

5.2.1 Design Loads

To reduce some of the variability, the SMT program partners agreed to constrain the fatigue testing
design load analysis to the original design assumptions used by Rotorline. Therefore, it was incumbent on
the participants to resist temptations to apply further design enhancements while carrying out the test load
development. Fatigue properties of the blade materials were given and were used to derive the equivalent
damage of the load spectrum.  The major constraint was that an S-N fatigue slope of m = 10 was used for
all computations.

Load cases used by NedWind to design the blades were provided to the project partners to formulate
fatigue test loads.  The load cases are presented in Appendix A [16] and described in [6].  One hundred
load cases were presented with the number of cycles for each case.  For each load case the loads at ten
spanwise sections were presented.  Table 5.1 from file NW25.LBK below shows the spanwise positions.
Table 5.2 shows an example listing of the range file (NW25.CSB).  Radial force (Fz), edgewise moment
(Mx), and flapwise moment (My) were given.  These loads were aligned to the rotor plane with the tip
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angle at zero [17].  Separate files of the maximum load (filename NW25.CMB) and load range (filename
NW25.CSB) were presented for the load cases.

Table 5.1 Spanwise Positions for Load Cases (File name NW25.LKB)

Position
Number

Radial Position
from Rotor
Center (m)

Description of Position

1 0.2 Weld in hub
2 0.6 Weld in hub
3 0.65 Blade flange
4 0.8 Pin-hole connection between flange and laminate
5 2.65 1st aerodynamic cross section
6 3.9 2nd aerodynamic cross section
7 5.15 3rd

8 6.4 4th

9 7.65 5th

10 8.9 6th

Table 5.2 Example Contents of File NW25.CSB, Range of Load Cases
Position 1 Position 2

No. of Load 100 Fz1 Mx1 My1 Fz2 Mx2 My2 � My10
Cases

No. of 3747660 25506.9 67645.61 37281.91 15847.83 57301.43 35460.76 � 3728.908
cycles 4145710 25506.9 72533.04 59440.37 15847.83 61977.53 56659.7 � 6738.19

3699900 25506.9 74759.94 46726.85 15847.83 64126.9 44507.67 � 5060.531
2759400 25506.9 73800.66 37519.26 15847.83 63223.22 35732.78 � 4019.418
1746710 25506.9 72519.75 39519.11 15847.83 62025.46 37717.42 � 4766.019

: : : : : : : :
20 25506.91 75214.84 107461 15847.83 65846.6 101730.1 � 9409.942

5.2.2 Design Strength and Test Load Factors

In the 1991 Rotorline analysis the primary equation used to determine the allowable number of cycles, N,
was taken from [18] and properly stated in [19].  The equation, stated below, is a modified Goodman
relation:
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where,
C1, C2, C3 = material factors described below
Smean = mean stress
Samp = stress amplitude (one-half range)
UTS = ultimate tensile strength
UCS = ultimate compression strength.

The values for UTS, UCS, and E (modulus) were specified in [20] and taken from [10] and are listed in
Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 NedWind Blade Material Properties

Laminate UTS (MPa) UCS (MPa) Modulus E
(N/mm2)

Strength 372 260 24,500
Tail/Nose 87 76 7000

As part of the fatigue test load development, the test loading was modified to account for the various
effects and uncertainties introduced by the test load analysis, by the test load methods, and by the lab
conditions.  The following test load factors were used to develop the test loading.  The test load contains
any relevant design load factors that were used in the original design.  Each one is described below.

Design Load Partial Safety Factors--The design was apparently conducted under applicable Dutch codes
in the 1992 time frame. As part of the design, a general fatigue load factor of 1.35 was applied to the
design loads.  For some sections, a larger factor of 1.5 was used, apparently for additional conservatism.
NREL used the fatigue factors as applied by [18].

Stress Concentration Factors--Stress concentration factors (SCFs) were used in the design and applied to
the design loads.  It was assumed that the designer�s intent was to account for various geometric
transitions and complexities in the blade, which result in local stress amplifications. It was assumed that
these stress risers were applied directly to the design loads, which in turn resulted in thicker blade sections
in those areas.  However, the geometric blade features that the SCFs were intended to account for are
present in the actual blades, so the stress should already be higher in these regions.  Therefore, it was not
necessary to include the SCFs in the test load and they were ignored for this analysis.

Wind Farm Load Factor--A load factor was calculated to represent an allowable damage of only 0.66
(Miner's-rule fraction) on a 20-year life for turbines operating in a wind farm. This was a design
requirement for the original blade and was included in the test.  For an R ratio of �1.0 and assuming a
slope of 10 on the S-N data, this load factor was 1.04 on the test load.  It was appropriate to apply this to
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the test load because the lower damage requirement was a direct result of higher loads resulting from
wind farm operation.

Material Design Strength Factor--The general material factors are used in the design to adjust the material
properties of the coupon samples (e.g., UTS [calcval] on pg. 6 of Bernard 1 [18]) to the anticipated full-
scale blade properties.  These factors were used in the test equivalent damage analysis in the Goodman
relation above as they were applied in the design.  For fatigue, this factor was Vmf = 1.5, which is the
product of C1, C2, and C3.   For the test load calculation, these factors are to be applied again in the
modified Goodman relation given in Equation 5-1, with the exception of C1 (the moisture absorption
factor).

Environmental Effects--Because the test laboratory was at a lower temperature and humidity than the
design conditions, the blade was stronger in the laboratory than it was operating under the most severe
environmental conditions.  The factor, C1, from the manufacturer�s design data was given as 1.25.  This
factor was meant to account for these differences in moisture absorption between the test environment
and the blade-operating environment.  This effect was addressed in the test loads by not applying this
factor to the Goodman relation in Equation 5-1 for the test load calculation, and determining the test
equivalent damage based on a higher material strength. This resulted in a higher test load.

Errors in the Fatigue Formulation--A test load factor of 1.05 was used to account for errors in the fatigue
formulation.  This value was applied to remain consistent with IEC 61400-23 [21].

Blade-to-Blade Variations--A factor of 1.1 to cover blade-to-blade variations was applied in this test to
account for possible variations in the as-built population if only one blade is tested.  The application of
this factor is not a standard practice at NREL; however, we have applied it to remain consistent with IEC
61400-23 [21] and the other laboratories.

NREL recognizes that uncertainty exists in the final manufactured population of blades; however, we do
not believe that this issue is best addressed with an uncertainty factor on the blade test load that may drive
up the turbine cost.  We believe that this issue should be addressed in the design, by testing multiple
blades if necessary, testing the blades to failure, and by postmortem evaluations to determine the relative
quality of the test blade.

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 summarize the design and test load factors used.

Table 5.4 Fatigue Design Factor Summary

Parameter Value Description
Vbf 1.35 design load factor for sections 1-4 (0.2�0.8 m)
Vbf 1.5 design load factor for sections 5-10 (2.65 to 8.9 m)
C1 1.25 water consumption
C2 1.00 unidirectional/continuous
C3 1.20 general safety factor
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Table 5.5  Fatigue Test Load Factor Summary

Parameter Value Description
C1a 1.00 water consumption-dry laboratory
C2a 1.00 unidirectional/continuous
C3a 1.20 general safety factor
γeff 1.05 error in fatigue formulation
γsf 1.1 blade-to-blade variation
γwp 1.04 wind park life reduction

5.3 Equivalent-Damage Analysis

5.3.1 Introduction

5.3.1.1 Conventional Methods
Conventional fatigue analyses used to determine equivalent test load are typically based on the blade
structural design.  These methods usually require a complex and time-consuming strength analysis, as
well as a thorough understanding of the fatigue performance of the blade.   Many errors can be
propagated through this process. Most methods convert loads to stresses at several spanwise blade
sections. Then, for measured or assumed S-N curves (applied stress versus allowable cycles to failure) of
the laminate, Miner�s Rule is applied to determine the design damage.  Equivalent-damage test loads are
then computed for given test load ratios and number of load cycles. These methods determine test loads
by assuming that the behavior of the test article matches the design condition exactly.  If the test blade is
different than the design, then significant uncertainty is introduced.  For example:

•  The test blade cross-section geometry will not exactly match the drawing.
•  Blade laminate material properties will deviate from coupon properties (e.g., resin versus fiber rich,

ply drops, material handling, and workmanship).
•  The critical area may be in a bolted or bonded joint or in a stress concentration region that will have a

unique S-N curve.

As a result of these variations, the calculated damage to the test blade could be higher or lower than its
actual value, and may disguise a problem where high damage is sustained.  Moreover, considerable time
is spent calculating and applying the various blade properties at each step of the analysis. This adds
complexity to the problem and exposes the analysis to possible accounting errors. This effort may be
necessary if the goal is to study the exact structural design of the wind turbine blade at every location and
make quantitative comparisons with the design.  Usually, however, the design details are not known well
enough to perform these calculation without considerable guesswork, because the blade will usually fail
in an area where material fatigue data is not precisely known or where stress concentrations alter the
stress field in an unpredictable manner.

Blade test standards such as IEC 61400-23 attempt to compensate for these potential errors by applying
significant test load factors to the equivalent damage test loads, such as errors in the fatigue formulation
or blade-to-blade variations. However, the true uncertainty is largely unknown.
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5.3.1.2 NREL�s Approach

One of the goals of the SMT program at NREL was to simplify the fatigue test-load derivation process
and minimize the potential errors in the analysis.  It appeared that the most efficient and logical method
would be to derive the fatigue test loads in a way analogous to the determination of ultimate-strength
loads.  The ultimate-strength loads are simply the maximum load case extracted from the load spectrum.
The peak load in the spectrum is applied to the blade to verify adequate static strength.  It is not necessary
to know the blade geometry, material properties, or perform a complete stress analysis. The load is
applied and the test is considered valid if it can survive the intended loads.  The tested area is decided, by
definition, based on which spanwise sections reached or exceeded the test bending moments.

For fatigue testing, the objectives should be the same.  Each section of the blade that is tested to its
equivalent design bending moment condition and survives has adequately demonstrated sufficient fatigue
resistance.   It is not necessary to evaluate the stresses at each point, especially if the calculations are
limited to the parent composite material and uniform sections where blades rarely experience fatigue
problems.

5.3.2 Simplified Load Spectrum Method

The goal of the simplified load spectrum method is to derive an equivalent damage fatigue test that is only
dependent on the design-load spectrum.  Using this method, the test loads are derived assuming the blade
geometry and material fatigue properties are not accurately known.  Then the test article is allowed to
(and probably does) deviate from the intended design without affecting the test conditions.

This method remains strictly in the load domain; therefore, there is no conversion to stresses.  So instead
of an S-N curve there will be an M-N curve (applied moment vs. allowable cycles to failure) for the
blade.  The curve will be defined by the relationship,

Ma Mu N( 1/ m)= × − (5-2)

where,
Ma amplitude moment in one load cycle
Mu ultimate moment of the blade
N allowable cycles to failure
m slope of the curve.

A blade�s fatigue failure can occur in many locations by various modes (e.g., skin laminate failure in
tension or local buckling, adhesive failure in shear or peel, or bolted-joint failure). Each failure mode
could be characterized by a different M-N curve. A family of curves was defined to bound the potential
M-N combinations for the test blade.  A range of ultimate moments from 1.5 x Mmax to 4.5 x Mmax and a
range of slopes from m = 6 to m = 12 were used.  Mmax is the maximum characteristic moment in the
NedWind 25 load spectrum.  The 1.5 x Mmax was selected for the lower bound curve, which matched the
100% extreme static-test level and the extreme design-limit load.   The 4.5 factor was arbitrarily selected
for the higher bound to account for the possibility of conservative designs.  Implicit in these boundaries is
the assumption that the ultimate moment to cause blade failure is somewhere between 1.5 and 4.5 times
the maximum load case experienced by the blade on the NedWind 25 turbine.
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Figure 5.1 M-N curve family at Rt = -1.0

The range of slopes from 6 to 12 was supported by an extensive database of fiberglass laminates.  Slopes
approaching 6 were seen in poor performing fabrics and laminates, as well as in better-performing
laminates with fabrication flaws such as resin- and fiber-rich areas, ply drops, and complex geometry.
The family of M-N curves is shown in Figure 5.1.

Note that three levels of moments  (1.5 x Mmax, 3.0 x Mmax, and 4.5x Mmax) were selected for this analysis,
along with four M-N slopes (m = 6, m = 8, m = 10, and m = 12), giving a total of 12 curves.  Using more
curves to gain better resolution in the analysis was examined; however, it had very little effect on the
results.

The damage associated with each curve can be calculated by applying Palmgren-Miner�s Rule as follows:

Damage
n
N

i

ii

j

=
=
∑

1

(5-3)

where,
i load case number
j total number of load cases
ni number of load cycles for case i
Ni number of load cycles to failure for case i.

The family of M-N curves defined above are set at a load ratio of R =  -1.0. The Goodman relationship
was also assumed to be linear as far as the R = -1.0 line (vertical line showing zero mean moment in
Figure 5.2).  Because all but 1 of the 100 NedWind 25 load cases are on or to the right (positive mean
load) of the R = -1.0 line, it was only necessary for us to model the right half of the Goodman diagram
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(see Figure 5.2).   The one case on the left side of the R = -1.0 line is a relatively low-damage case;
modifying the method to account for this case had a negligible effect.

Figure 5.2 Goodman diagram and sample load case #1

For simplicity, we proceeded with the right half of the Goodman diagram model. When looking at
different fatigue failure mechanisms, this linearized Goodman model combined with the M-N family of
curves appears to be a good representation of the NedWind 25 design and load spectrum described in
Equation 5-1.  If the blade�s fatigue failure were to occur in a fiberglass laminate, one would expect that
the M-N curve and Goodman diagram of the blade would be best characterized by the laminate�s S-N
curve and Goodman diagram.  A blade in bending will have skin laminates in both tension and
compression.  S-N curves for compressive failure in laminates tend to have a lower ultimate stress and a
higher slope than their tensile counterpart [22].  The ratio of a tensile to a compressive ultimate stress can
approach 2.0.  This creates a wide range of laminate material properties, but they should be well bounded
by the assumed M-N curves.  The laminate compression curves may be most closely characterized by the
1.5 x Mmax, m = 10 - 12 curves, whereas the tension curves may better match the 4.5 x Mmax, m = 6 - 10
curves.

To support our linear Goodman model, another point should be made concerning the transition from a
tensile to a compressive fatigue failure in a fiberglass laminate.  At low cycles (typically below 1,000),
the transition is somewhere between R = 0.1 and R = -1.0.  At higher cycles, the transition is closer to R =
-1.0 and may even trend towards R = -2.0 as the cycles increase [22].  This produces a nonlinear
Goodman diagram.  The impact of this was evaluated for the NedWind 25 spectrum.  When this spectrum
was plotted (see Figure 5.3) onto a normalized Goodman diagram for a similar laminate from the
Montana State University (MSU)/DOE fatigue database, the linear representation appeared to be the best
fit [22].
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Figure 5.3 Normalized Goodman Diagram based on MSU/DOE database [22] and NedWind 25 load
cases

The original NedWind 25 design analysis, using the Goodman relationship in Equation 5-1 (Figure 5.4),
assumes linear�symmetric behavior about an offset to the right of the R = -1.0 line.  This offset truncated
the tensile failure line, creating lower peak amplitude at the tensile-to-compressive-fatigue-failure
transition point.  This relationship was compared with the simplified load spectrum-based method
presented in this report.  The difference in resulting damage between the SMT program�s offset linear
model and the R = -1.0 linear model was negligible (0.2%).
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Figure 5.4 Rotorline analysis modified Goodman relation (Equation 5-1) with truncation of tensile
failure line [19]

Most of the above discussion assumes that the failure occurs in the laminates where good coupon data can
be collected.  If the blade fatigue failure occurs in a structural detail such as a bonded or bolted joint, a
Goodman relationship for the blade would be characterized by the Goodman relationship for that joint.
Unfortunately, Goodman diagrams for joints are difficult to define because there is almost no joint fatigue
data available and the number of test variables is greatly increased when compared to coupon testing.  For
lack of a better model, we considered our R = -1.0 linear Goodman relationship reasonable for
characterizing joint failures.

The R = -1.0 linear Goodman relationship also simplifies the calculations and is easier to understand in
this initial application of the method.  However, this method can be applied to any nonlinear Goodman
relationship by modifying the extrapolation routines that will now be discussed.

Because the load cases in the fatigue spectrum are at various load ratios, the equivalent damage will have
to be extrapolated using a Goodman diagram.  Each case in the load spectrum is defined with a moment
amplitude, moment mean, and number of cycles.  A sample load case is shown in Figure 5.2 and called
load case 1.

The value for the amplitude mean when R = -1.0 (Ma1,R=1), is extrapolated by setting the slopes on the
Goodman diagram equal (see Figure 5.2).

Ma
Mu

Ma
Mu Mm

R1 1 1

1

, =− =
−

(5-4)

Solving for Ma1,R = -1,
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Plugging Equation 5-5 into Equation 5-2 and solving for the allowable number of cycles to failure for
load case 1 gives,
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The damage from load case 1 is simply D n
N1

1

1

= .  Summing the damage from all the load cases will

give the total damage, D n
Ntotal

i

ii

= ∑ .

To get the equivalent damage test load, the test conditions must be specified.  Typically, this means the
test load ratio, Rt (constant), and number of cycles, nt.  Because the total damage, Dt, Rt, and nt are known,
the test amplitude load and mean load can be calculated.  This can be shown again with an example in
Figure 5.5 below.  For this case, it is assumed that the test load ratio is 0.1 and the test cycles are 3 x 106.

The first step is to calculate the total number of allowable cycles to give the same total damage when the
3 x 106 test cycles are applied.

D
n
Ntotal

t

t
= (5-7)

N
n

Dt
t

total
= (5-8)

where,
nt number of test cycles
Nt number of allowable cycles to failure at test loads.
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Figure 5.5 Derivation of equivalent-damage test load

From Equation 5-2,

Ma Mu Nt R t
m
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−= ×1

1  . (5-9)

 Again setting the slopes equal,
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Mu
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Mu Mm

t R t
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−

1  . (5-10)

Defining the load ratio in terms of mean and amplitude moments,

R
M cycle
M cycle

Mm Ma
Mm Ma

= = −
+

min,
max,

1
1

(5-11)

Mmin,1cycle Minimum moment in one load cycle
Mmax,1cycle Maximum moment in one load cycle

From Equation 5-11, the mean test moment is,

Mm Ma
R
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+
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1
1

(5-12)

Combining Equations 5-10 and 5-12 and solving for Mat.
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Plugging Equation 5-9 into 5-13 gives Mat in terms of Nt, Mu, and Rt.
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Adding Equation 5-8 into 5-14 gives Mat in terms of Dtotal, nt, Mu, and Rt.
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(5-15)

The mean and the amplitude of the test load can now be calculated for any test load ratio, number of test
cycles, and defined M-N curve using Equations 5-12 and 5-15.

The next step was to apply an interpolation routine to find the optimum test load ratio that minimized the
sensitivity of the test loads to the family of M-N curves.   A macro was written using Microsoft Excel�s
solver,  which varied Rt to find the minimum range in maximum test loads (Mat + Mmt).  In other words,
for any given Rt, there are 12 calculated test loads that correspond to the 12 M-N curves shown in Figure
5.1.  The solver finds the Rt where the spread in the 12 test loads is at a minimum.

5.3.3 Application to NedWind 25 Blade

The above steps were done at blade stations 4--10 given in Table 5.1 for both flap and edge bending.
Note that stations 1--3 are spanwise locations from the center of rotation to the root flange and are not
relevant to this analysis.

To illustrate the method, the NedWind 25 load spectrum data are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 at blade
station 5 for both flap and edge moments.   Blade station 5 is at 2.65 meters from the center of rotation.
The 100 design load cases are presented as open, square symbols.  Figures 5.6 and 5.7 also show the
calculated equivalent-damage Goodman diagram curves for blade station 5 in flap and edge directions.
There are 12 equivalent damage curves that correspond to the family of M-N curves for 3 x 106 test
cycles. The Figure 5.5 example shows how each curve was generated. Because the NedWind 25 load
spectrum was applied to 12 unique M-N curves, there were 12 different fatigue damage totals. So, each
Goodman curve in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 shows the mean and amplitude test moments that will give the
equivalent damage for the corresponding M-N curve at 3 x 106 test cycles. In other words, any point along
each Goodman curve gives the same damage total for 3 x 106  test cycles as any other point on the same
curve, but a different damage total from any point on any other curve.
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Figure 5.6  Blade position #5 flap loads and equivalent test loads at Rt = 0.081

Figure 5.7 Blade position #5 edge loads and equivalent test loads at Rt=0.61

Note the mean and amplitude moments in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 have again been normalized to the
maximum moment in the load spectrum.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 also show the optimized test load ratio (Rt) line.  Graphically, this radial line
intersects the 12 equivalent-damage test load curves at the point of minimum scatter.  These intersections
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are shown as closed-diamond symbols.  These figures also show that there is clearly an optimum Rt where
possible errors in S-N slopes are minimized.  Conversely, it also shows how great the potential errors can
be if Rt is arbitrarily selected. For example, if a non-optimum Rt was selected in Figure 5.6, at say R = 0.5,
and the S-N curve was not accurately known, a very wide range of possible test loads will be given.

For the NedWind 25 spectrum, the scatter across the equivalent damage test loads at the Rt is especially
tight in the flap direction.  This indicates that at the optimum Rt of 0.081, the errors associated with
choosing the wrong M-N slope are minimized. For the edge loads in Figure 5.7, the scatter is lowest at Rt
= -0.61, but a wider scatter band is indicated.  The figures also show that the optimized Rt approximately
passes through the centroid of data points representing the load ratios of the individual load cases in the
spectrum.  Intuitively, it makes sense that the optimum Rt would correspond with the load spectrum data.

The final SMT program test loads at each station were taken from the maximum of the three remaining
M-N curves corresponding to S-N slopes of m = 10 at the optimized Rt. To remain consistent with the
original design, all the partners applied this constraint.  Therefore, all the optimized Rt values were
determined at an M-N slope of 10.  In the flap direction, the difference in possible test loads was
insignificant for the NedWind 25 load spectrum because the scatter was so close. For the edge loads, it
can be seen from Figure 5.7 that if just the m = 10 curves are considered, the edge scatter significantly
improves because the optimum Rt value shifts slightly to the right and any deviations with ultimate
moment can also be ignored.

For the unconstrained case, when the full range of slopes are included, the greater scatter at the optimum
Rt would suggest slightly higher edge moments, leaving the final loads open to some interpretation. The
final load would depend on how conservative the test needed to be and how much confidence the designer
had in the fatigue formulation.  Because many wind turbine blades have structural details with unknown
or poorly understood material properties, or structural details with poorly performing properties, the
higher loads corresponding to m = 6 would be recommended.

Station 5 loads were chosen to illustrate the method in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 because it represents one of the
most critical sections of the blade.  However, the same analysis was performed for all relevant blade
sections (Blade positions 4 through 10 from Table 5.1) to obtain the spanwise fatigue load distribution.
These results are given in Section 5.5.3.

During the development of the single-axis test plan, this method had not been matured and tested
sufficiently to apply to this test.  It was used only for the two-axis loads.  However, subsequent checks
against the method that was used show nearly perfect agreement.

5.4 Single-axis Fatigue Test

5.4.1 Introduction

The single-axis test is the simplest and fastest of the fatigue test methods used at NREL.  It requires a
single actuator for testing both flap and edge directions at the same time. The disadvantages are the
greater inaccuracy in matching the blade damage or operating load characteristics of the test to the design
loads or theoretical design damage.  Single-axis loading requires the flap and edge load components to be
applied in-phase at a fixed load angle over the load cycle. These constraints result in a resultant load
vector that can exceed the design stresses at certain locations around the blade section, while at other
locations on the section the blade may be under-stressed.  Single-axis testing also requires that the flap
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and edge components be applied at the same load amplitude ratio (Rt), which prevents the flap and edge
loads from being optimized for the design spectrum as described in Section 5.3.

5.4.2 Single-axis Test Description

Figure 5.8 shows a photo of the single-axis fatigue test in operation.  The test blade for the single-axis test
was Blade #67.   NREL chose to reduce the design spectrum to 3 million constant-amplitude cycles with a
load amplitude ratio (Rt) of -0.1.  The test loads were developed by matching the damage caused by the
20-year design-load spectrum to the damage resulting for the test load for the design S-N slope of m = 10
for the composite material.  Because the single-axis test constraints require that both load components be
applied at the same Rt, an Rt  = �0.1 was used.

Figure 5.8  Blade #67 Single-Axis Fatigue Test In NREL Building 252

5.4.3 Single-axis Fatigue Loads
The spreadsheet summarizing the single-axis fatigue test load is shown in Appendix B and is labeled
�FatigueScott.xls.�  A Rt of -0.1 was chosen for both axes.  This Rt was chosen using a sensitivity analysis
to the optimum value for the combined edge and flap axis.  The sensitivity analysis varied the strain/load
ratios and damage values to determine the Rt that resulted in the least variation in test loads. Figure 5.9
shows the maximum-damage equivalent edge (Mxmax) and flap (Mymax) spanwise moment distribution
from the FatigueScott.xls spreadsheet.  We chose the load-application point at 8.65 m to best match the
distribution of equivalent moments.  The test load linear-moment distribution (load application at 8.65 m)
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and the 100% static-test load (load application at 7.65 m) are shown for comparison.  The edge load was
chosen to match the moment (Mxmax) at point 4, the pinhole connection.  This over-tested the majority
of the blade span for edgewise loading.  The flap load was chosen to match the moment (Mymax) at point
5, the first true airfoil section.  This position allowed the distribution to match region outboard of the root
section and over-test the furthest inboard section where the most complex geometric changes are present.
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Figure 5.9  Moment distribution of single-axis fatigue test including optimum damage-equivalent
moments, fatigue-test moments, and 100% static-test moments

Table 5.6 lists the single-axis fatigue-test moments used for the flap and edge directions.

Table 5.6 Single-axis Fatigue-Test Moments

Load
Direction

NW25.LKB Position to
Match

DEL Moment
(max.)

Test Load at 8.65 m Rt

Edge 4 (0.8 m) 151615 Nm 19314 N -0.10
Flap 5 (2.65 m) 140088 Nm 23348 N same

The nomenclature to describe the resultant test load is presented in Figure 5.10.  Typical for single-axis
tests, there was initial concern that the high resultant forces from the combined in-phase loading might
cause buckling in the suction side leading-edge panel.  However, NREL became comfortable within the
first few thousand cycles because non-linear behavior was not observed.  The angle θ represents the tip
chord angle for a vertical load application.  The angle ψ represents the angle the resultant load makes with
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respect to the tip chord.  Figure 5.11 shows the test load, normalized to maximum resultant moment, over
the fatigue cycle.

Edge 19314 N

 Flap 23348 N

θ = 90º � arctan (23348/19314) = 40º

Resultant
30301 N

ψ, Load
Angle

Figure 5.10 Resultant single-axis fatigue test load--looking at tip chord
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Figure 5.11 Single-axis test normalized bending moment

Blade tare and fixture tare weights were also added.  The tare weight of the blade mass from load
application point (8.65 m) to the maximum chord position (3.15 m) was added to the fatigue-test load.
This was done to force the bending moment at the maximum chord to zero for zero applied test load as in
the static tests.  Table 5.7 below shows the mass moment distribution.  The mass moment at 8.65 m was
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interpolated between the 8900-mm and 7651-mm positions. The blade tare weight was determined to be
1783 N (401 lb).  Added to this was the fixture weight above the hydraulic actuator, including the blade
saddle at 930 N (209 lb).

Table 5.7 Mass Distribution for Fatigue Test Weight Tare

Position (mm) Mass Moment
(N-mm)

8900 2.335E06
8650* 1.440E06*
7651 2.335E06
3151 11.243E06

*Interpolated
Source: [10]

The actuator was aligned such that the resultant load went through the elastic center of the chord, assumed
at 40% in order to minimize the introduction of torsional moments.

The test load cycle frequency was fixed at 1.5 Hz; however, the controller was having trouble keeping up
with the command signal because the blade tip was exhibiting its own independent vibration mode at this
speed. We were also concerned about the possibility of the blade tip hitting the relatively low ceiling if an
unstable control anomaly were encountered.  We decided to cut off the outer two meters of the blade to
remedy these concerns.  With the tip removed, we were able to maintain 1.5 Hz with stable control.

5.4.4 Instrumentation and Equipment

5.4.4.1 Load Apparatus

5.4.4.1.1 Load Attachment
The load attachment for the single-axis fatigue test was made at the 8.65-meter station, and the tip chord
angle was rotated to nominally achieve a tip chord angle of 40º.  This angle was constrained by the 24-
hole (15º increments) bolt pattern of the test stand adapter and the root flange pattern of the NedWind 25
blade, so that the angle at the load attachment was at 41.7º.  With the difference in twist, this resulted in a
tip chord angle of 45.8º.  Therefore, the load actuator was tilted 5.8º from the vertical.

5.4.4.1.2 Load Saddle
The steel load saddle frame used for the static tests was also used for the fatigue tests.  A separate wood
insert sized for the airfoil at the 8.65-meter station was constructed for the fatigue tests.  The load
attachment was positioned such that the load actuator would act through the elastic axis (assumed at 40%
chord) of the blade, thus minimizing torsional deflection.  With the saddle thickness, and angle of the load
saddle and hydraulic actuator taken into account, this placed the actuator attachment at 67% of chord on
the lower edge of the saddle.

5.4.4.1.3 Test Stand and Root Fixing
The test stand was the same as the one used in the pre-fatigue static tests in Building 252.  The tilt was set
to the maximum value of 8.7º. Table 5.8 gives the torque specifications used for fastening the NedWind
25 blade to the test stand and for tightening the radial blade root sleeve bolts.  The root sleeve attachment
is shown in Figure 5.12.
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Table 5.8 NedWind 25 Test Blade Torque Specifications

Bolted Connection Fastener
Designation

Property Class Lubrication
Specification

Torque
Specification

Test Stand to Adapter Plate M24 10.9 Anti-Seize 800 N-m
Adapter Plate to Blade Root M24 10.9 Anti-Seize 800 N-m
Root Sleeve (radial bolts) M24 As received As received 300 N-m

3 outer segments

Radial bolts

Polyurethane at
steel/fiberglass
interface

Inner ring

Figure 5.12 Blade root detail

5.4.4.2 Hydraulic System

Test loads were controlled with an MTS® 458 analog servo-hydraulic controller and an MTS® T/RAC
digital program controller.  A 762-mm (30-in.) stroke, 46,260-N (10,400-lb) capacity actuator was used to
apply the loads.  This was the same actuator used in the static testing.

5.4.4.3 Strain Gauges
At the time of the single-axis test the data acquisition system was limited to 36 channels.  The edge static-
test gauge setup was used (see Table 4.7) because of a higher number of gauges near the leading and
trailing edges.  We felt that this gauge distribution was best for monitoring possible non-linear behavior
near the leading edge.

5.4.4.4 Data Acquisition System
BSTRAIN was used for data acquisition.  The data acquisition hardware setup for the single-axis fatigue
setup was the same as the static tests, except that the input filter frequency was changed from 4 to 10 kHz.
Data sampling frequency was set at 150 Hz.  For fatigue testing, the data collection algorithm uses a
custom peak-valley routine that preserves the sequence of the extrema, provides auto-zero strain-gauge
function, and monitors blade stiffness at frequent intervals.  This software is described fully in Reference
[15].
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5.4.4.5 System Calibration

Prior to testing, the MTS® representative calibrated the hydraulic-actuator load cell and LVDT to the
MTS® system controller.  Strain-gauge data acquisition calibrations were made through shunt
calibrations; end-to-end reference voltage checks were also performed.

5.4.5 Single-Axis Fatigue Results

5.4.5.1 Visual Damage

NREL observed two areas of visual blade damage during the test.  The first was a crack that developed at
the polyurethane joint interface at the root flange assembly.  The crack eventually propagated around the
root circular section.  Although this crack did not appear to have immediate structural significance, it
would allow moisture intrusion in the field, resulting in a probable functional failure.

The second damaged area was a crack inboard of the maximum chord on the trailing edge.  The crack
began at approximately 205 cm from the root flange and extended outboard to 215 cm.  This is the portion
of the span where the blade transitions from an airfoil to a circular root section.  The crack began forming
at approximately 20,000 cycles and was very audible as it grew to about 100 mm in length over a short
period of time.  After that, the crack did not noticeably grow during the remainder of the test. This crack
seemed to develop due to local stresses caused by the complex curvature of the high-pressure airfoil
surface trying to straighten under positive load.

5.4.5.2 Root Sleeve Bolt Tension
Using a torque wrench, bolt pretension on the radial root bolts (see Figure 5.12) was checked under a
schedule prescribed by the SMT project.  The blade root bolts between the steel sleeve and GRP were
torqued to 300 N-m and were checked after 0.2%, 2.0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of the maximum
number of cycles during the fatigue tests.  In terms of the NREL test parameters of 3,000,000 cycles,
these intervals equated to 6,000, 60,000, 600,000, 1,200,000, 1,800,000, and 2,400,000 cycles.  Slight
loosening was noted on one bolt (out of 21) at 2% and 20% test period checks.  This bolt was located on
the suction side by the trailing edge.

5.4.5.3 Strain-Gauge Data

5.4.5.3.1 Analysis Methods
Data files of 15,000 rows or 7500 cycles were acquired during the fatigue test.  These individual channels
were concatenated into a single file of approximately 6 million points (peak and valley) for the entire test.
These data files included spurious points that surrounded test starts and stops along with points around the
stiffness checks.  These points were removed and the remaining data were reduced to approximately
10,000 points by averaging sequential blocks of 300 peaks and valleys.  These data are presented in
Appendix E for each channel.  Two-axis data are also included in this appendix for comparison.

5.4.5.3.2 Strain-Gauge Results
Some strain-gauge channels failed during the test.  See Figure E.16.2 in Appendix E for an example.  In
all cases, the replacement gauge failed again.  NREL concluded this was due to locally high strains in the
laminate and gauge grid-area and not a fatigue failure of the gauge caused by high blade strains.  No
visible signs of damage could be seen on the blade at these gauge locations.
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Figure 5.13 shows the global stiffness of the blade over the test period.  The global blade stiffness can be
an indication of blade failure.  As much as a 10% loss in stiffness has been observed in previous tests
prior to failure [4].  No significant change in test stiffness was noted during the test.  In fact, based on the
static-test data for the pre- and post-fatigue tests, the blade�s stiffness appeared to increase during the
fatigue testing.  This is not easy to observe from the data shown in Figure 5.13, but is more obvious in
Figures 4.3 through 4.6, which show reduced strain sensitivity for most gauge locations in the post-
fatigue static test as compared to the pre-fatigue static test, especially in the flap direction.  For Blade #66,
this effect was not noticeable in the edge direction but it was observed in Blade #67 in both flap and edge.
This phenomenon could not be explained by load sensor error.  Both blades exhibited the same behavior
but were tested at different times and in different laboratories. Load cell calibrations were double-checked
to rule out obvious sensor errors.  For Blade #66, the load cell used for the post-fatigue test was different
than the one used for Blade #67, yet the same result was observed.  Additional evidence gleaned from the
displacement plots also suggests that the stiffening effect was real.  The displacement sensors for both
tests show that for the same displacement, the strains were lowered in the post-fatigue test in all cases.
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Figure 5.13  Blade #67 global stiffness data for single-axis fatigue test

One possible explanation is that the blades may have stiffened slightly due to lower environmental
humidity in Colorado.  The blades originated in the Netherlands, where they had the opportunity to
absorb ambient moisture for several years before being shipped to NREL.  The pre-fatigue static tests
were done early in the program; however, the post-fatigue tests were not done for several months after.
The strength gained due to the drying of the laminates in the Colorado climate may have been enough to
offset and overshadow any stiffness losses encountered during the test.

5.4.5.4 Acoustic Emissions
Although this is not a standard practice for all blades tested, Sandia National Laboratories is often invited
by NREL to perform nondestructive tests on certain blades if it is of mutual benefit to the laboratories and
the blade client.  An acoustic emissions test was conducted in parallel with the SMT fatigue and static
testing of Blade #67 by researchers at Sandia [23].  Sensors placed along the blade measured high-
frequency emissions that may be related to incipient blade damage during the test. Preliminary results
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indicated high emissions around the observed root cracking and along the spar between stations 2500 and
4200 on the compressive surface.  The trailing-edge crack was not detected because the sensors were not
properly positioned to detect this damage.  The spar damage will be verified if postmortem sectioning is
conducted.  A copy of the Sandia report for this work is attached in Appendix G.

5.5 Two-axis Fatigue Test

5.5.1 Two-axis Test Introduction

Two-axis testing is more complicated than single-axis testing because it requires considerably more
equipment and a more complicated control strategy [2].  However, the test loading and the resulting
damage are more realistic for at least two reasons.  First, the load ratio Rt, described in Section 5.3, can be
uniquely prescribed for each load axis.  Second, the phase angle between flap and edge loads can be
prescribed to match field conditions.  Thus, the load angle given in Figure 5.16 varies over a load cycle as
it would under normal operation. Two-axis testing is faster than testing edge and flap separately, and it is
similar in required time to a single-axis, combined-load test.

5.5.2 Two-axis Test Description

NREL developed a two-axis testing capability in 1997.  Figure 5.14 and 5.15 show the two-axis load
configuration used to test Blade #66.  Figure 5.15 is a line drawing of the test hardware.  NREL reduced
the design spectrum to three million constant-amplitude cycles for the two-axis test, thus enabling a better
direct comparison to the single-axis test loads and results. The test loads were developed by matching the
20-year design load spectrum (100 load cases) to the damage resulting from the test load for the design
S-N slope of m = 10 for the composite material. The load amplitude ratios, Rt, were chosen to be at their
optimum values of 0.081 and �0.61 for flap and edge, respectively.  The phase angle between flap and
edge load components was chosen to be 90°, with the positive edge (leading edge in compression) lagging
the positive flap load (high-pressure surface in tension).

5.5.3 Two-axis Fatigue Loads

The simplified load spectrum method described in Section 5.3.2 was applied to the NedWind 25 blade at
blade positions 4 through 10 from Table 5.1.  These distributions are shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17,
with the solid-diamond symbols representing each blade position.  For reference, position 4 is the furthest
to the left.  They also show the single-point linear distributions of fatigue loading applied to the blade
during the test at NREL.  For all cases the loads were applied to the blade at the 8.65-m station using
hydraulic actuators.  The linear distributions were chosen to best match the optimized distributions under
the following constraints.  The test loads are listed in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9 Two-Axis Fatigue-Test Moments

Load Direction NW25.LKB
Position to
Match

DEL Moment
to Match
(max.)

Test Load at
8.65 m

R-Ratio  (Rt)

Edge 4 (0.8 m) 115,000 Nm  14,648 N -0.55
Flap 5 (2.65 m) 159,740 Nm  26,623 N 0.062
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Figure 5.14 Blade #66 two-axis fatigue test in NREL Building 254

Figure 5.15 Two-axis fatigue hardware schematic
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Figure 5.16 Optimized and applied flap bending test loads for m = 10

Figure 5.17 Optimized and applied edge bending test loads for m = 10
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To minimize flap displacements during the test, the load introduction point was moved inboard from the
best load station, which would have been at least 1 meter further outboard from the 8.65 station.  The 8.65
station still allowed the equivalent-damage flap loads to be matched or exceeded over a majority of the in-
board blade stations, where most of the fatigue damage was expected.

Because both flap and edge loads had to be applied at the same station, the spanwise position of the
loading could not be optimized for both flap and edge directions.  Therefore, we decided to allow the edge
loads to drift further from the optimized target values, while prioritizing fit of the flap loads to the
optimized distribution.  As shown in Figure 5.17, this problem was addressed using a conservative
approach, forcing the single-point edge test loads to pass through position 4 at the root flange.  This
ensured that all positions from position 4 (0.8 m from center of rotation [COR]) out to almost position 9
(7.65 m from COR) were tested at or above the design condition in edge.

Another concern was that the test load apparatus could only apply the loads at one test load ratio for the
entire span, although each position had a unique Rt value.  We found that the variations in Rt values were
small enough that if these differences could be introduced into the Mmin values they would not
significantly alter the damage and could therefore be ignored. Based on this, the applied loads were used
for the optimized Rt values for position 5 (2.65 m from COR).

Figure 5.18 shows the two-axis fatigue loading for a single load cycle.  The flap and edge components are
shown individually. The resultant load is also shown as the heavy solid line.  The vertical axis is
normalized against the peak-resultant single-axis test moment shown in Figure 5.9.  Because of the 90°
phase angle in the two-axis loads, the peak-resultant load and the peak-flap load component do not differ
very much. Also note that the two-axis peak resultant loads are approximately 10% lower than the peak
single-axis loads.
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Another major difference between the two-axis test is the direction of the load during the load cycle.  For
the two-axis test, the load angle is continually varying while single-axis load angle is fixed.  This
difference is described in more detail in Section 6.

5.5.4 Instrumentation and Equipment

5.5.4.1 Load Apparatus

5.5.4.1.1 Load Attachment

The load attachment for the two-axis fatigue test was made at the 8.65-meter station, and the tip chord
angle was rotated for a horizontal orientation.

5.5.4.1.2 Load Saddle

The load saddle used for the two-axis test was the same used in the single-axis test, except that hardware
was added for attaching the edge push-rod and restraining backlash between the blade and the saddle
hardware.  The flap attachment was made at the 40% chord position.

5.5.4.1.3 Test stand

The test stand used for the two-axis fatigue test was similar to the one used in the single-axis test.  This
stand usually resides in the NREL Building 251 High Bay but was moved to Building 254 where it was
used for this test.  The test stand moment capacity is 1.36 million N-m (1 million ft-lb).  The test stand tilt
was set at 7.4º with the blade angled upward.

5.5.4.1.4 Hydraulic Actuators

The actuator used for the flap direction was the same as the one used for the single-axis test.  The edge
actuator used was MTS® model number 247.21 (serial number 151977) with a 20-in. (508-mm) and
28,000-lb (124,544-N) load capacity.  The load cell used in the edge direction was a 22,000-lb (97,856 N)
capacity, model number 661.20E-03 (serial number 78893).  The load cell used in the flap direction also
had a 22,000-lb (97,856-N) capacity, model number 661.20E-03 (serial number 66265).

5.5.4.2 Strain Gauges

Prior to the two-axis fatigue test, the BSTRAIN channel capacity was increased to 48.  Therefore, all
strain-gauge signals on the blade were acquired for the two-axis fatigue test.

5.5.4.3 Data Acquisition System
In order to run two-axis tests, an additional LabVIEW-based program 2ACD (2-Axis Control
Determination) was written to create corrected displacement profiles for the digital closed loop servo-
hydraulic controller.  The primary function of this program is to compensate for the cross-coupling effect.
Blade tests are conducted using displacement control for dynamic stability [2].  2ACD receives user
inputs of loads and a phase angle to create a displacement control profile for the servo-hydraulic
controller.  User inputs include the maximum and minimum flap and edge loads, and the phase relation
between the flap and edge peaks.  Test geometry is also an input to the program.  The program, which has
control of the test via the servo-hydraulic controller, cycles the blade at a reduced rate (typically 0.1 Hz)
in order to minimize dynamic effects.  Starting with initial guesses for load maxima and phase angle, the
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program cycles the blade for three cycles, then averages both the recorded load maxima and phase angle.
Next, the control program compares the maxima with the desired loads and phases, and uses proportional
gains to obtain new-time load and phase control parameters.  This process is iterated until the load and
phase angle converges within a specified tolerance.  The program then creates displacement profiles for
both the flap and edge actuators.  During actual testing, the servo-hydraulic controller controls the blade,
using the displacement profiles created by 2ACD.  The test operator runs this program periodically
throughout the test, creating new displacement parameters to account for changing stiffness of the blade.

As part of BSTRAIN, global stiffness values for both flap and edge are recorded.  Stiffness monitoring is
a method to determine the health of a blade under test where large changes in global stiffness can indicate
a failure in progress.  At regular increments during the test (typically once per hour), the blade is cycled at
a reduced frequency to obtain stiffness values and to zero strain gauge scaling factors to compensate for
gauge drift.  A reduced frequency is used to remove dynamic effects.  For single-axis testing, determining
blade stiffness was straightforward, recording and calculating the stiffness as the load range divided by
the displacement range.  Two-axis testing requires BSTRAIN to account for the cross-coupling effect
when calculating the blade stiffness. BSTRAIN had to be modified to calculate flap and edge stiffness
independently.

An auto-zero function is included in BSTRAIN.  After the blade has been cycled at a reduced frequency,
the actuators are positioned at zero-load while BSTRAIN updates the gauge scaling constants to indicate
zero strain. Unfortunately, following the testing, it was discovered that the auto-zero function was not
performing properly during the two-axis test and that, therefore, the test data has a greater amount of
scatter than the single-axis results.

5.5.4.4 System Calibration
An MTS® representative calibrated the load cells and LVDTs for both the flap and edge actuators on site
prior to testing.

5.5.5 Two-axis Fatigue Results

5.5.5.1 Visual Damage

NREL ran the two-axis test at 1.25 Hz. Above this frequency it was more difficult to maintain continuous
smooth loading.  The trailing edge crack at 205 cm, developed during the single-axis test, was first
observed in the two-axis test between 420,000 and 440,000 cycles.  This is more than one order of
magnitude beyond the cycle count when it was first observed on the single-axis test.  Note that for an S-N
curve slope of 10, a 10% reduction in stress results in an order of magnitude increase in allowable cycles
[24]. Therefore, we believe that the delayed onset of damage in this region is most likely due to the higher
loading experienced by the single-axis test.

The same polyurethane root bond crack described for the single-axis test was also fully developed during
the two-axis test, but it was more difficult to quantify the stages of growth in relation to the number of
cycles.

5.5.5.2 Root Sleeve Tension

No loss of radial bolt torque was observed at scheduled checks during the two-axis test.  This was a
slightly better result than the single-axis test, which found one bolt had lost its pre-load and needed to be
retightened.
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5.5.5.3 Strain-Gauge Data

5.5.5.3.1 Analysis Methods

As with the single-axis test, data files of 15,000 cycles were acquired during the two-axis fatigue test.
These individual channels were concatenated into a single file of approximately six million  points (peak
and valley) for the entire test.  Spurious points that surrounded test starts and stops along with points
around the stiffness checks were removed.  The temperature of the hydraulic-oil reservoir was also
acquired during the two-axis test.  The temperature cycle of the hydraulic oil had a period of
approximately 800 cycles with a range of ±4ºC.  Due to the cooling system cycle, the fatigue-test data
were averaged over each temperature cycle to reduce the number of points.  The fatigue test data are
presented in Appendix E.

5.5.5.3.2 Strain Gauge Results

At 824,307 cycles, NREL discovered that the load phasing was incorrect, with edge leading (instead of
lagging) flap by 90º.  This was corrected immediately.  It is difficult to assess the impact this error may
have had on NREL�s results; however, the strain-gauge (peak/valley) responses showed little change
when the phase angle was corrected. Therefore, NREL did not feel that the final results were significantly
affected by this error.

No strain-gauge failures occurred during the two-axis fatigue test.   Also, no measurable loss of blade
stiffness was observed in the two-axis test, which is the same result as that received from the single-axis
test.  Figure 5.19 shows the horizontal and vertical blade stiffness for the two-axis test.  No significant
change in stiffness can be determined from this plot; Figures 4.3 through 4.6 reveal, however, that an
apparent blade stiffening occurred in the post-fatigue static test when compared to the pre-fatigue static
test, especially in the flap direction.
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Figure 5.19  Blade #66 stiffness data from the two-axis fatigue test

5.5.5.4 Acoustic Emissions

Acoustic emission testing was not performed on Blade #66.
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6. Comparison of Two-axis and Single-axis Tests

NREL has used both single-axis and two-axis fatigue testing in its laboratories.  Each type has
demonstrated certain merits; however, there has never been a significant effort directed at quantifying the
technical differences.  Most single-axis tests were performed at NREL before the capability was available
to do two-axis testing.  Although the effort involved in two-axis testing was significantly greater,
analytically, the two-axis results showed a better representation of true loading conditions.  However,
there are times when single-axis testing might still be the more appropriate method to use.

We conducted two blade fatigue tests consecutively on two different NedWind 25 blades.  The first test
used a single-axis (Blade #67) test load, combining the flap and edge equivalent-damage test loads into a
single resultant load.  The optimum load ratios, Rt, were computed to be 0.081 for the flap direction and �
0.61 for the edge direction.  However, because a single actuator applied the loads, the value Rt for both
components had to be the same.  Therefore, a compromise of �0.1 was chosen.  This slightly favored the
flap direction, which was the dominant direction for fatigue damage.   In addition, the phase angle
between the two load components is fixed at zero degrees, requiring the loads to reach their maximum
and minimum values at the same time.  As a result of the single-axis test load constraints, the peak loads
tend to be higher (see Figure 6-1).  Also, because the actuator is fixed on both ends, the load angle
between the blade and the actuator is fixed throughout the load cycle (see Figure 6-2). This tends to
concentrate the loading on the fibers furthest from the neutral axis.  At these outer fibers the blade section
is usually over-tested.

The second test used a two-axis (Blade #66) load method, which allowed the individual load components
for flap and edge to be applied independently at the optimum Rt of 0.081 for flap and �0.61 for edge, at a
predetermined phase angle of 90°.  The introduction of the phase angle causes the flap and edge peaks to
occur at different times, which lowers the magnitude of the resultant peaks as compared to the single-axis
loads.  The load angle, however, is continuously varying through the load cycle that tends to stress a
greater portion of the blade cross section at any given spanwise position.

The single-axis test showed visible blade damage in several areas but no catastrophic failures.  The two-
axis test results showed the same visible damage as the single-axis test; however, the onset of the damage
was delayed by more than an order of magnitude in cycles.  This was probably due to the higher in-phase
loading for the single-axis test.  Correspondence with the laboratory at CRES indicated that the same
visual damage seen at NREL was also seen at CRES.
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Table 6-1 gives direct comparisons of the numerical strain values from Blades #66 and #67 under each
blade�s respective loading.  Comparison of the columns of numbers allows each strain-gauge location to
be compared on the basis of severity of strain amplitude.  These comparisons are difficult, however,
because the damage at a particular location is dependent on the mean and the range of the load cycle.  To
make the evaluation of strain severity easier, an additional calculation was performed at each location to
compute cycles-to-failure, N, at each location. Using Equation 5-1, the cycles-to-failure calculation was
made with the following parameters:
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where,
C1, C2, C3 = material factors equal to one
Smean = Eεmean

Samp = Eεamp
E = modulus 24500 N/mm2 from Table 5.2-3
εmean = mean strain from Table 6-1
εamp = strain amplitude from Table 6-1
UTS = 372 MPa from Table 5.2-3
UCS = 260 MPa from Table 5.2-3

This equation is the same relation used by Rotorline during the design of the blade.

These data are shown in the three columns on the far right of Table 6.1; the percent difference, using the
Blade #66 data as a reference, is plotted in Figure 6.3.  From this comparison, we conclude that the
single-axis test loading produced the highest damage rate for this test at almost all strain-gauge locations.
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Table 6.1 Comparison of Fatigue Test Data

SMT 
Name

Gauge 
No. for 66

Gauge 
No. for 67

Peak for 
66

Peak for 
67

Valley for 
66

Valley for 
67

Alternating 
for 66

Alternating 
for 67 Mean for 66 Mean for 67

R-ratio 
(min/max) 

for 66

R-ratio 
(min/max) 

for 67 Blade #66-N Blade #67-N

Percent 
Difference 
based on 

66
Flap Load 1 - 26327 - 9302 - 8512.5 - 17814.5 - 0.35 - - -
Flap LVDT 2 - 365 - 14 - 175.5 - 189.5 - 0.04 - - -
Edge Load 3 - -11338 - 10305 - 10821.5 - -516.5 - -1.10 - - -
Edge LVDT 4 - 136 - 5 - 65.5 - 70.5 - 0.04 - - -
Load - 5 - 28454 - 4252 - 12101 - 16353 - 0.15 - -
LVDT - 6 - 435 - 15 - 210 - 225 - 0.03 - -
08BLDLG 400E1/2 7 7 487 625 -320 -75 403.5 350 83.5 275 -0.66 -0.12 1.71E+14 8.48E+14 395.3
08BFLAP 400F1/2 8 8 1151 1026 54 -154 548.5 590 602.5 436 0.05 -0.15 1.28E+13 5.30E+12 -58.5
17S38UA 1500S1 9 9 -1636 -1654 -112 227 762 940.5 -874 -713.5 14.61 -7.29 1.16E+11 1.67E+10 -85.6
17S38LA 1500P1 10 10 1513 1917 98 -264 707.5 1090.5 805.5 826.5 0.06 -0.14 1.20E+12 1.61E+10 -98.7
17R62UA 1500S0 11 11 -1560 -1017 8 208 784 612.5 -776 -404.5 -195.00 -4.89 9.66E+10 1.65E+12 1610.4
17R62LA 1500P0 12 12 1492 2100 -99 -300 795.5 1200 696.5 900 -0.07 -0.14 3.37E+11 6.60E+09 -98.0
17R62UB 1500S45 13 13 -472 -617 -25 102 223.5 359.5 -248.5 -257.5 18.88 -6.05 4.60E+16 3.93E+14 -99.1
17R62LB 1500P45 14 14 655 935 12 -109 321.5 522 333.5 413 0.02 -0.12 2.09E+15 1.77E+13 -99.2
17R62UC 1500S90 15 15 -406 -409 23 62 214.5 235.5 -191.5 -173.5 -17.65 -6.60 7.32E+16 2.93E+16 -60.0
17R62LC 1500P90 16 16 362 125 -59 -39 210.5 82 151.5 43 -0.16 -0.31 1.22E+17 1.37E+21 1122908.1
25R20UA 17 17 -2415 -2580 -112 285 1151.5 1432.5 -1263.5 -1147.5 21.56 -9.05 1.24E+09 1.59E+08 -87.3
25S20LA 18 18 1678 1340 96 -260 791 800 887 540 0.06 -0.19 4.22E+11 2.77E+11 -34.3
25R20UC 19 - -161 - 88 - 124.5 - -36.5 - -1.83 - 1.96E+19 - -
25S26UA 2500S1 20 20 -3327 -3160 -217 350 1555 1755 -1772 -1405 15.33 -9.03 3.53E+07 1.58E+07 -55.2
25S26LA 2500P1 21 21 1695 1828 108 -245 793.5 1036.5 901.5 791.5 0.06 -0.13 4.14E+11 2.60E+10 -93.7
25S40UA 22 22 -2037 -2119 -142 286 947.5 1202.5 -1089.5 -916.5 14.35 -7.41 1.05E+10 1.16E+09 -89.0
25S40LA 23 23 1865 2067 123 -267 871 1167 994 900 0.07 -0.13 1.76E+11 8.73E+09 -95.1
25R45UA 2500S0 24 24 -1746 -1698 -108 246 819 972 -927 -726 16.17 -6.90 5.35E+10 1.18E+10 -77.8
25R45LA 2500P0 25 25 1777 1995 76 -254 850.5 1124.5 926.5 870.5 0.04 -0.13 2.11E+11 1.23E+10 -94.2
25R45UB 2500S45 26 26 -912 -1022 -66 139 423 580.5 -489 -441.5 13.82 -7.35 6.16E+13 2.73E+12 -95.6
25R45LB 2500P45 27 27 705 632 45 -57 330 344.5 375 287.5 0.06 -0.09 1.67E+15 1.01E+15 -39.9
25R45UC 2500S90 28 28 459 193 -11 -48 235 120.5 224 72.5 -0.02 -0.25 4.35E+16 3.00E+19 69029.2
25R45LC 2500P90 29 29 -630 -807 105 145 367.5 476 -262.5 -331 -6.00 -5.57 3.14E+14 2.21E+13 -93.0
25R70UA 30 30 -509 160 161 -67 335 113.5 -174 46.5 -3.16 -0.42 8.63E+14 5.33E+19 6183983.1
25S70LA 31 31 1042 1360 -363 -157 702.5 758.5 339.5 601.5 -0.35 -0.12 8.48E+11 4.99E+11 -41.2
25R70UC 32 - 644 - -79 - 361.5 - 282.5 - -0.12 - 6.18E+14 - -
31R20UA 33 33 -1907 -2540 -87 310 910 1425 -997 -1115 21.92 -8.19 1.73E+10 1.73E+08 -99.0
31S20LA 34 34 1885 1902 105 -254 890 1078 995 824 0.06 -0.13 1.42E+11 1.81E+10 -87.3
31R20UC 35 - 339 - 20 - 159.5 - 179.5 - 0.06 - 2.01E+18 - -
31S40UA 36 36 -2546 -2430 -174 310 1186 1370 -1360 -1060 14.63 -7.84 8.35E+08 2.72E+08 -67.5
31S40LA 37 37 1978 2377 132 -293 923 1335 1055 1042 0.07 -0.12 1.04E+11 2.57E+09 -97.5
31R70UA 38 38 -1297 -331 119 186 708 258.5 -589 -72.5 -10.90 -1.78 3.23E+11 1.27E+16 3925849.2
31S70LA 39 39 1270 2006 -101 -203 685.5 1104.5 584.5 901.5 -0.08 -0.10 1.35E+12 1.52E+10 -98.9
31R70UC 40 - 390 - -2 - 196 - 194 - -0.01 - 2.60E+17 - -
41S40UA 41 41 -2990 -2880 -194 403 1398 1641.5 -1592 -1238.5 15.41 -7.15 1.25E+08 3.69E+07 -70.5
41S40LA 42 42 2414 2590 160 -380 1127 1485 1287 1105 0.07 -0.15 1.72E+10 9.35E+08 -94.6
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On Blade #66, a few locations on the upper surface at approximately 60% to 70% chord did
produce higher damage for the two-axis test, because the neutral axis is fixed during the single-
axis loading and passed through this location.  For the two-axis loading, the load angle is
continuously varying, as is the neutral axis, so no location experiences zero strain. Also, a couple
of locations showed higher damage in the transverse strain direction for the two-axis test.  The
majority of locations showed significantly shorter life for the single-axis test, with many locations
over an order of magnitude lower life. Some locations exhibited as much as 99% change in life as
a direct result of using the single-axis loading.
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Blade #67 (single-axis test) at each strain-gauge measurement location

7. Blade Postmortem

The blades were preserved for further inspection, validation, and possible postmortem sectioning.
Unfortunately, the program ended because of lack of EU funding and this portion of the project
was never done.

8. Summary and Conclusions

Under the SMT Program, five international blade-testing laboratories participated in testing 12-
meter NedWind 25 wind turbine blades taken from a sequential production series at Rotorline.
The purpose was to observe techniques used by different laboratories to help develop a common
set of procedures for testing wind turbine blades.   NREL participated as an invited partner and
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tested two blades, identified as Blades #66 and #67. Static tests and fatigue tests were conducted
on both blades.  Identical static tests were conducted on both blades.  Tests included property
measurements and static-strength tests based on the NedWind 25 extreme-load cases.  Static tests
were repeated after the fatigue testing to determine the effect of fatigue loading on the static
properties.  The key observations from static testing are:

1. Blade #66 and Blade #67 had some random differences but their global properties were very
similar.

2. Pre- and post-fatigue static-test data show a probable increase in blade stiffness, possibly
caused by laminate drying effects.  This effect is most obvious in the flap direction.

3. The effect described in #2 above overshadowed any possible decline in global blade
properties resulting from fatigue testing.  Some local strain changes may have occurred but
could not be fully evaluated for this test.

4. The SMT-prescribed static-test load of 75% of the extreme design load was too low to
evaluate possible non-linearities for fatigue loading.

5. The SMT-prescribed static-test loading procedure was inadequate to evaluate extreme-load
behavior and did not allow the actual blade strength to be determined because the blade was
not broken.

Two different methods were used for the fatigue tests. One blade was fatigue tested using single-
axis loading and the other was conducted using two-axis loading. All labs used a common set of
design loads containing 100 load cases to develop the fatigue-test loads. A new method of
analysis was developed at NREL to convert design loads to a damage-equivalent spectrum while
staying in the load domain.  The new method simplifies the conventional damage evaluation
techniques but will require further validation. Some of the key fatigue test observations are:

1. The load-domain damage analysis method described illustrates how minimizing scatter
optimizes the load amplitude ratio, Rt, of the test loading.

2. The differences in the damage equivalent test load calculated for the two-axis and single-
axis tests highlight the need to accurately determine the phase relationships between the
edge and flap loads in the design.

3. Using identical design load conditions, the test loads for the two fatigue tests were
significantly different and resulted in significant differences in the test outcome.

4. Phase angle uncertainty in the design data and in the test methodology led to large errors
in the test blade damage.

5. Single-axis test loading was more severe than in the two-axis test using the NedWind 25
blade design loads.

6. Single-axis and two-axis tests produced virtually the same visual damage on the exterior
of the blade.  The onset of the trailing-edge crack was over an order of magnitude sooner
for the single-axis test.

7. Single-axis test loading was less representative of true operational loading because: (a)
the load amplitude ratio was not optimized for either flap or edge conditions, (b) the
phase angle was forced to be 0°, causing the peak loading to be 10% higher, and (c) the
load angle was fixed at 50° and did not vary during the load cycle.

8. The NedWind 25 blade sustained the test loading without loss of global properties;
however, two non-structural cracks formed that could have adverse consequences due to
environmental degradation if neglected.

9. Communications with other laboratories suggest that NREL�s results are similar to the
results produced in the other laboratories [25].
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